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THE ETUDE. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., MARCH, 1890. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students ot 
Music. 
SussoBnTXON Bates, $1.60 pxb Teas (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 15 cents. 
The coarts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are held 
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be 
discontinued. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
W. 8. B, MATHEWS, R8J0HN S. VAN GLEVE, 
JOHN 0. FILLMORE, E. E, AYRES, 
Mas. HELEN D. TRETBAR. 
Managing Editor, THEODORE PRESSER. 
(Entered at Philadelphia Post Qfiee as Boomd-dast Matter.) 
MUSICAL ITEMS. 
Home. 
Washington, D. C., has a Wilhelmj Club of lady 
violinists, directed by Jose E. Kaspar. 
Miss Adele aus der Ohe has started ou au extended 
Western tour. She will play in a dozen or more Western 
cities, including St. Louis and Chicago. 
Mr. Franz Rummel, with this family, will spend the 
next season in America. He intends to reside in New 
York, where he will arrive in October. 
The von Biilow concerts will begin in New York on 
the afternoon of April 1st. The first concert of the 
present season will take place in Boston on March 21th. 
Mme. Camilla Urso will soon return to the East from 
her sojourn in San Francisco. She intends to make 
New York her future permanent home and will establish 
a violin school in that city. 
Vladimir de Pachmann, the Russian pianist, will pay 
America a visit in April. His wife, also a pianist, will 
accompany him. He will give three recitals and an 
orchestral concert early in April. 
[For The. Etude.] 
THE ELECTRCRJLAVIEB. 
The latest and most valuable invention for piano players. 
BY W. F. GATES. 
It was my good fortune to see and have described to 
me a few days ago a piano which can be used for silent 
practice. I will in a few words attempt to describe the 
invention. Carry it in mind that the improvements may 
be added to any upright piano at slight expense. 
The first and most valuable invention is in the form 
of a small lever under the upper part of the keyboard ot 
the piano, by means of which the action may be discon¬ 
nected from the strings, giving one in a second of time 
a mute piano. Here is the advantage of the invention. 
The original piano touch is retained, and not only that, 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Kelbx D. Tketbab, Box 2920, New York City.] 
, Foreign. 
Dvorak is writing a Requiem destined for England. 
Pauline Lucca will soon undertake a tour through 
Germany. 
Kjerulf has written an opera founded on one of Hans 
Andersen’s fairy tales. 
orchestral concert early in pril. another valuable-idea-is at hand. By gradually depress 
Mrs. Clara E. Thoms played the Weber-Liszt Polo- ing a similar lever at the same place on the piano, any 
naiBe and the Scherzo of the Scharwenka B flat minor necessary degree of resistance may be instantly added to 
concerto, at a Franko-Sunday concert, in New York. h k and at once have a dumb pjano with 
Jules Perotti, the tenor, sang ‘‘Salve Dimora,” from ' ’ . . \ , , U'auat an action requiring a finger pressure ot anywhere from r ,’ 
m Ti ... m mu • rv r, ,. , zero to six ounces, as yon may please. And then if yon The Patti-Tamagno-Albain Opera Combination began „ ’ ... ,_- 
its season in San Francisco, on Feb. 10th, with William prefer, you may throw on the sound with any degree 
Mme. Sophia Menter has been playing at a Lamou- 
reux concert in Paris. 
Beethoven’s “Mount of Olives” will be performed 
at a Crystal Palace concert in London on March 26th. 
Tell. It will open at the Metropolitan Opera House, key resistance yon may require. 
New York, on March 24th, and sixteen performances These inventions alone would have served to give the 
will be given. inventor a place at the head of the benefactors of a iotsg- 
A series of Lectures on Musical Subjects was given in suffering public; but more than this, e has called to his 
New York and Brooklyn during February by Messrs. H. ;d electricity in operating a tell-iale bell sb e whe 
E. Krehbiel, W. J. Henderson, Walter Damroschand . . . j . , , „ _ 
Dr. F. L. Ritter. Anton Seidl gave the musical illnstra- the pupil plays in too detached a way, or fh 0 ’ 
I tions at the Krehbiel lectures, Steinway Hall. lap (used, of course, in technical work i f). A sli 
Stavenhagen, Liszt’s pupil, played that master’s 
“ Todtentanz^^rt a London Crystal Palace concert. 
Mrs. Anna Stetniger-Clark, of Boston, the pianist, 
, , only . ght 
movement of an almost invisible jwitcl leir the left 
ALL no a Ly J. -*-» UObVUf UM ^ ^ u u uuj . . . ... . * t‘ "..r' a» : a, 
performed the Schumann concerto at a Boston Sym- end of the keyboard, makes an electric cpn action, whic. 
. nl_1__r_D_i I___... 11 J • , _1___■„ „ k.nnl. 
An autograph letter,of Mozart’s, written to his sister 
when he was but fourteen years of age, was recently sold 
in Paris for 680 francs; / 
phony concert. She also gave four Beethoven concerts causes a small bell to strike whenever ere is a break 
r T-. _ . i_ •_T__ _A A . ' . in Boston during Jan., Feb. and .'farch, and with her between consecutive tones, and the (connection is so 
The last concerfesTthe Russian Musical Society, on ^American.yuiupua*™ w*^*u similar connection, and now the bell rings whenever the 
Jan. 13th, devoted to Wagner’s works exclusively, was under the auspices of the American Conservatory of - , , nnite as 
given under Karl Klindworth’s direction. Mubic in that city. Messrs. J. J. Hattstaedt, P. Hess, tones are overlappe a 7 Yi *1 
and Harrison Wild were among the performers, and the common, but not so often detected as nondegato playing. 
The tenor, “ Nicolini-Patti,” Mme. Patti’s stepson, composers represented were: Arthur Foote, J. B. Camp- Th- itch iso renorts a non-simnltaneous use of the 
will make his demit at the Paris Grand Opera, as “ Man- bell, Wilson G. Smith, William Mason, B. O. Klein, ... . , . l. ^ • tLpb.. rnnnertions mav be 
rico,” in II Trovatore. Templeton Strong, A. Whitney, and others. bands in two-hand chords. These connections may be 
- - --- used separately or together, and with either speaking. 
Mlle. SigriD Arnoldson, a Swedish singer, has been Little Otto Hegner has been playing at the Thomas • nQ Qr dumb piano. There is not a continuous click- 
engaged by M. Strakosch for a concert tour in the United concerts, given in the Lenox Lyceum, for a whole month p . . * , ’ , , v_ii The 
Stltes. She will sing in sixty concerts and receive of successive Sundays. He performed Beethoven’s C click or bell tone; the fault alone sounds the bell. . lhe 
$60,000. minor concerto, Chopin’s E minor, Mendelssohn’s D value of this arrangement is patent every one 
At a Paris concert on Feb. 10th, Mme. Marie JaelL^W an<*.We!»?*’8 J^ertt8tn®^’ acquainted with element, j mo - • The pupil 
played Saint-Saens? four piano concertos in the order of opinions. He will go West for a while, and play m three mu8t not acquire a staccat ha t, nor, ially, n st he 
their composition. This artist has also given a series concerts in Chicago towar . have the overlapping habit. Both of these, while common, 
of six weekly concerts in Paris, at which Bne brought to. The Boston Symphony Orchestra performed the fol- are destructive of good playing; indeed it might be said 
a hearing all of Schumann’s compositions for pianoforte lowing programie at its Boston concert on Feb. 10th. of the former< « The love of staccato is the root of all 
Tacharkowski, Overture Fantaisie, “ Romeo and Juliet ;” - . _■ _ne,^ T will sav but little of the 
husband, Frederick Clark, a concert bn Feb. 9th, under 
the auspices of the-New England Woman’s Club. 
An American Composers’ Concert was given at Chicago 
arranged that the legato must , be absolutely perfect. .%£? 
slight movement of another ( switch makes another 
si ilar c ecti ,   t  ll ri s e e er t  
tones are overlapped—a fault, by the way, quite as 
t i  iti . i ti t l i i  
f six eekly concerts i  aris, at hich ne r n t to. 
a hearing all of Schu ann’s co positions for pianoforte 
solo. 
On the occasion of his sixtieth birthday, Hans von | 
Billow conducted a symphony concert at Hamburg, the 
programme including Beethoven’s “Eroria” symphony 
and Brahms’ “ Tragic ” overture. From Brahms he 
received the MS. score of the third symphony in F, and 
from his Hamburg concert subscribers a purse of £600. 
The latter he handed over to a charity. Stanford. learns to ward off its Btrokes, and the bell may, if 
P 
necessary, be placed in a distant room, that the parents 
may know if their young hopeful is practicing correctly.” 
The cells which furnish the".needed electricity occupy 
but one-fourth of a cubic foot, and are placed in the base 
of tie piano to the right of the pedals. The levers and 
switches are small and almost hidden, so that a casual 
observer would notice no change from the usual upright 
piano. The mechanism is not liable to get out of order, 
and the battery needs but little attention. 
Surely.this combination should be named “The 
Pianist’s Multum in Pornos” for such it surely Is. As 
alread; 1, the cost 10 with tl a diaries 
will be 5 ut ittle— ay en lollars—a ove t -price. 
Inconclm * U itulat l Bee n at .anistic 
resources 'are by this combination given the patient, 
persistent, plodding and plucky piano pounder (a la Van 
Cleve). • 
i: A mute piano at will, but not an additional enoum-. 
brance. 
- 2.- A mute piano with piano touch-^not organ touch. 
'8. Any quality of touch we wish, on either speaking 
or unite piano. 
4. The staccato bell, correcting disconnected playing, 
with or without! tone j either'heavy or light action. 
5. The legato bell, correcting overlapped playing, 
with or without tone ; heavy or light action. 
.6. lumbers 4 and 6 combined. 
The thoughtful teacher will discern the times and 
places foir the use of these various attachments, and so 
•require them to be used,‘ that the greatest amount of 
benefit may accrue to the pupil. r 
: Note —This invention, if it proves .to be everything 
as here indicated, will be of incalculable benefit to piano 
students. The readers of The Etude will no doubt be 
cartons to know more of the invention, and will write to 
this office for particulars. We 'will say that W. F. 
Hale, Of Boston, the inventor, will soon have his inven¬ 
tion placed oh the market. Ih the meantime, we will 
make a1 careful investigation of the merit of Mr. Hale’s 
Electro Clavier, and give our readers the result in the 
next isSue. ' Editor. 
UTEA0HE£8' HELP AID STUDENTS' GUIDE.” 
> BY E. M. 8EFTON. 
a 
THINE. 
The world needs more thinkers. Men and women 
who generate ideas. 
Brainless frogs move when acted upon by a magnetic 
current, but how unintelligent and meaningless their ac¬ 
tions. When a fair state of mental activity is reached by 
the masses, teaching will be less laborious and merit 
more easily recognized and rewarded. 
The work best done is the work best planned. 
We live in an age of “method” and “system.” 
Economy is the watchword. Success depends largely 
on a judicious use of time and energies. The old adage, 
“ With Bystem one can harvest as much with twelve 
men as sixteen can without,” is applicable in musical 
Btndy as well as in husbandry. 
Every one should work with a clearly defined plan in 
mind, and should clearly define this plan to those under 
them. ! 
essentials to a .good, teacb&r. 
1st. A knowledge of the truth to he taught. 
No person can succeed °&ithout preparation,, and 
thorough” preparation can only be secured by years of 
application. The. truth must be a part of the teacher’s 
-life and habit, a thing impossible to the two-term teacher. 
2d. A proper medium in which to convey the truth to 
the student. 
The teacher’s words must be simple, the fund of illus¬ 
trations varied, and familiar to the pupil in question. 
The “ unknown must be given through tne known.” 
3d. Tact in arousing and guiding the powers of the 
learner. 
This is the gift of God, and while it may be developed 
it cannot be acquired. 
A teacher must be ingenious, original and ready. 
ESSENTIALS to a good pupil. 
1st. Attention to the truth to be learned. 
Scattered thoughts are not condncive to good memory. 
Concentration of the mental energies will have for its re¬ 
ward an indelible imprint of some fact. 
2d. A rethinking and digesting of the facts given. 
The mind is so constituted that it can grasp only 
particles at a time. We are finite, God alone is infinite. 
The whole troth—if ever possessed—is the result of an 
evolution, the life principle of which Is nourished by 
searching thought. 
3d. A careful application of all knowledge, 
f t*r knew his luty but did it not, might be given as 
the secret of ma y a failure Fhe s a of indifference 
c arts no sympathy and x eds no v, rgiveness its penal¬ 
ties are self inflicted. Fhere I. but ittle'hope-* ©ne 
who. knows , what I© do and bow to do it, but mil not. 
Careless work Is worse than useless. 
4th. Review 1 Rei iew • I Review!!! . 
This is the clinching process, without-which the tests j 
that we must daily meet will prove disastrous. j 
the teacher*b duty. \ 
1st. G.e ork to be d me. 
Judgment must decide as to nature and quantity, the 
quality should be the beat, 
2d. How to do it. 
There is but one best way, and this, remember, is the 
shortest and cheapest at any price. To misdirect 
energy and squander time that is not your own is worse 
than robbery. The possibilities of a human mind and 
soul is the weight of your responsibility. Teacher 1 are 
you awake to this fact ? . 
THE PUPIL’S DUTY. 
1st. To diligently and conscientiously do the work in 
the manner prescribed. 
Remorse and regret always follow wasted time and 
strength. Advice is cheap but often valuable. Ex- Eerience dear but often useless. Find a teacher who 
nows the way in which you. Bhould go, then trust your 
guide, and show this trust by your fidelity. 
THE POWERS EMPLOYED IN STUDYING AND INTERPRETING 
MUSIC. 
! 1st Mental. 2d. Nervous. 3d. Physical. 
HOW DEVELOPED. 
The mental is developed by a study of Philosophy, 
Literature, Science, Poetry and Art. The more thorough 
one’s education the easier it is to grasp a troth and the 
more beauty truth possesses. The greatest curse to 
musical art is the hand musician, the one who has no 
head education in the great fundamental principles of 
the art,. A musician is one who is alive and disciplined 
in the head, hand and heart. 
The nervous is preserved and_developed by “proper 
and well digested food.” Exercise in the sun ana open 
air, plenty of good sleep and proper habits. An educa¬ 
tion without health may prove a curse, for it opens up 
tempting' fields of labor that must be unpossessed; it 
makes one more susceptible to suffering without per¬ 
mitting them to enjoy the fruit that comes from the labor 
that their education makes possible for them to perform. 
The physical used in piano playing is developed by 
thoughtful, regular, vigorous exercise. Thoughtful, for 
the muscles used are voluntary ; regular, for the reason 
that yesterday’s meals won’t answer for to-day; vigorous, 
because increased resistance brings increased power. 
THE OBJECT OF STUDY. 
1st. To reach some degree of musicianship. 
Primarily to reproduce accurately the tone, poems or 
pictures that become our inheritance. 
THINGS ONE MUST POSSESS IN ORDER TO BE A MUSICIAN. 
1st. A knowledge of all characters of notation. 
Without this music is as much of a puzzle as were the 
Egyptian hieroglyphic without the symbol key. 
2d. A knowledge of the laws of composition. 
We may speak well by imitation, bat the beauties and 
strength of a language appear only when we study its 
grammar and rhetoric. 
8d. A knowledge of the natnre of music and musical 
thought. 
We must know the thought and emotion that ppssessed 
the author and prompted the creation before us, before 
we can interpret it, judge of its merit or enjoy it. 
Is it Descriptive, Suggestive, Physical, Intellectual, 
Emotional, Poetical? There are ways to tell. 
4th. A musician mast possess the power to execute all 
grades of music. 
5th. He must be familiar with piano literature, that is, 
possess a comprehensive knowledge of representative 
works of the most prominent musicians of all epochs. 
Time now is precious; we know much is wasted; we 
believe much can be saved when the energies are rightly 
directed. We often see those who mast unlearn more 
than they'have rightly learned. Will it not pay you to 
find the best ways and walk therein, for they alone will 
lead to Bnccess. 
PUBLISHERS NOTES. 
We have “in press” an important work on piano 
technics by W. B. Wait, of New York city. It is en¬ 
titled “ The Normal Course of Piano Technic.” The ad¬ 
vertisement on the front page of the cover will give some 
idea of the extent of the work. This book will he Bought 
for by many, as it isvery complete and systematic! The 
author has for many years tested the practicability of the 
work in his own teaching. We most earnestly advise our 
readers to acquaint themselves with the contents of the 
work, as it contains everything valuable on this all-im¬ 
portant ral t ct tying s i does tl b s «.?. the 
old ant ew. ;The t i t geB of 
Bheet mi will be r limp 
cloth. . i: • - rh ; pleted to any 
one who will now in advance of publication send ns 60 
sen s This Adi pay for >< >• bool an 1 postage, l. will 
norbe.ready%rJeveralvmpath8;tpIcbihe.A:!;I;; .1 for , fo 
The first book of the promised School of Four-Hand 
Playing is out and sent to those who ordered it in advance. 
There are in all 17 pieces in this first book. They are quite 
short, most of them occupying only half a page. All 
of the pieces in this book have the upper hana written 
on only five notes.. The teacher’s part in the left hand 
is more elaborate. We aimed to put in this book the 
best of the music written on five notes. Those who have 
not ordered a copy of the work will do well to send for 
one for examination. We feel positive that the work will 
make teaching and studying more pleasurable. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Mr. Willtam Mason:— 
Dear Friend and Teacher:—I most heartily congratu¬ 
late you on having given in “Touch and Technic ” such 
a complete and lucid description of your epoch-making 
system of teaching the pianoforte. And I also congratu¬ 
late the thousands of teachers who can now have yoor 
method in its fully-developed and completed form. 
After a teaching experience of twenty-five years, I am 
pleased to say that from no other method have I been 
able to get the thorough and rapid results that I secure 
from the use of your system, for it gives the pupil every 
point of technic and variety of touch called for by the 
highest artistic demands, and fits him for the fullest 
requirements of our modern concert music. 
I consider the perfection of technic tp be, the absence 
of muscle, tendon and nerve tension in arm, wrist, hand 
and knuckles, with an artistically developed, vivacious 
life, nerve, shppleneBB and springy resistance in the nail 
and second jointsj and it is this that your system so 
quickly and thoroughly unfolds; it goes directly to the 
root of the matter, giving the pupil a full and conscious 
control of these fundamental and practical points of 
technic. Cordially your friend, 
Chas. W. Landon. 
Claverack College Conservatory. 
General Lew Wallace, the author of “Ben-Hur,” 
after critically hearing the new musical settings which we 
have recently published of the three poems in that novel, 
has addressed the following complimentary, note to the 
composer:— 
Crawfordsville, Indiana, November 15th, 1889. 
Mr. Henry Pettit, Philadelphia, Pa. :— 
Dear Sir:—It is long Bince the receipt of your note 
accompanying the musical setting of the three songs from 
“Ben Hur.” I desired, before acknowledging your 
favor, to hear the songs by a really accomplished singer. 
At last the pleasure has been mine, and a real pleasure 
it proved. 
One of my pet theories has been that poetry and music 
are mutual assistants. Both are beautiful of themselves; 
together, they are perfection. To this conclusion I am 
now more absolutely joined than ever. Yon have made 
theory a fact. The spirit I tried to put into the verses 
you have infused into the music. I congratulate myself; 
more particularly, I congratulate yon upon the excellent 
result of your study. 
Very truly, and always, your friend, 
Lew Wallace. 
My Dear Mr. Mason :— 
Many thagfcs for sending me yourwladies, “Touch 
and Technic?” I am quite familiar with them. Rhis 
affords me the opportunity to repeat what I have often 
said, that I consider your exercises extraordinary. You 
explain satisfactorily in a few pages, what’so many 
piano “Theorists” attempt to do in books. After 
making the above statement, l am sure you will be con¬ 
vinced that X will recommend this excellent work to 
pianists, whenever an opportunity presents itself. 
With great esteem, 
Yours very truly, 
Rafael Joseffy. 
Without having thoroughly mastered the technicalities 
of the art it is impossible to achieve anything of artistic 
value. An assiduous, and persevering cultivation of a 
talent is as necessary as the talent itself. It has gener¬ 
ally cost a musical coinposer long and continued; labor 
to | id i . a valuable w< rk < i art He attaine 1 t s aim 
by <•' sowing what wat requ site fo* i * aehie ement, and 
by- laboring perseveringly to attain it.,—Engel. 
* ; ■ 1 EDITORIAL KOTES. 
A teacher ia a critic. But it is aa much his duty to 
perceive the, good points as to discover tits bad. It is 
not all of onticiSitf t6 mark one’s faults. This is admi- 
nnmber Of elderly ladies and gentlemen came together the magical pictures which Chopin knew m well how to 
at a' private residence on a special occasion. Most of draw on the lines and spaces. Yon have no time.to 
themj thirty years ago wer possessed )f wealth and influ- (!® j} but von n st- tah down the -f, it *?.•> at 1 bestow 
ence. They were then the aristocracy of their country:* upon it a few loving glances; . ' ' -- - 
But in the war hey lost almost everything, for everything Th bell frags it is time for tea, thd hours have gone :  i s c tttid n sh  i t I - r i t: i v l B & * ever t i f bl a a* 11 rin s;  »ra
rabl set forth an Mi SV i Storey’s net* book “ Con srss staked Fheir lands* were Bold, their homes were gone, and you find yourself very weafj >1 standing in 
yersations in a.Studio,’ ji < publish* Fhe following b rued, ir were killed, and their spir s were such an uncomfortable position by the bools shelves ** p sons a
•paragraph is full of truth : “Critics generally think it broken. A musician chanced to be present at this social 
shown knowledge And ‘ability to find fault; but they are' gathering, and of course was asked to play.- It occurred 
mistal or, lit this It shows" much more real knowledge to him that these elderly people would like to hear some 
to be able :to praise justly.” Of course, soy one can of the popular melodies of the long ago. His playing 
affect to praise another; but that final word “juBtly” was not artistic, and no attempt was.made.at display, 
contains tne entire secret of wholesome criticism. The but the effect of “ Auld Lang-Syne,” and “Ben Bolt” 
the music room. Ah I who can ever tell what Chopin has 
done with those golden hours? How many does he steal 
 t ® * 16  i rly. * j I® t I  £ to* ; frt ns one who is familiar - ith bis ha i Iw iting! 
s . e, 
'
Don < talk ry m „r at <ti bins rad tow :• nder- 
il: revoluti >nary musu ” ui lew y..M know more about 
teach* r mas look for • <<: y, ;i k 1t w Mg papil Often and Ann • Laurie ” was ond rful inde d. Ji’*-;: hi® the iverage musician seems to know 
there is constant, slow progress, yet none the less real, people lived over again the fairer days; the sweeter days, 
and it is only the teacher of brains, and experience, and. and many were the tears that were, shed that evening, 
skill who cat d< ect it Any one can see the pupil’s, 
shortcoming. . His faults are 8,8 plain as day. But who 
can detect 1 s silent’stepe by which h« is coming! pward5 
If is not enough to see that an advance is b ing made 
The papil should be informed of his progress. Day by 
day it ia the teacher’s duty to discover, if possible, just 
where the advance has been made, and to keep ike pupil 
informed as to his whereabouts in the pursuit of the goal. 
Some one in a charming litttle poem, represents Time 
• a si e m—a leauti ui river—that runs throo s* the 
wonderful what sweeping assertions are sometimes made: 
by would-be critics before they have any data'upon which' 
to base « > i an opinion. - the o der f education, in 
criticism; seems to be abont this: First, one arrives at 
| that state of mind in which there can be no possible 
realm of tears. Far away, up the river of each life is a doubt as to the correctness of his own assertions. This 
“magical isle,” the name of which iB the “Long Ago.” state is one in which many find a permanent abiding 
ifl ire the oft* t of airs i s playing 
There’s a cloudless sky an'J a tropical clime. 
And a song as sweet as a.' vesper chime, * 
There is no educational processequal to that of keep¬ 
ing one familiar with the relation he sustains to the sub¬ 
ject in hand. This principle is recognized in our modern 
differentiation of studies; One might go to a vast ency¬ 
clopaedia and, in order to acquire general culture, read 
the volumes through in order. In all this he would be 
Ant tl 9 Junes tth the rc a are staying 
rhei are ! ndat it are waved then the fairy shore 
By the mlragr- Ih lifted In air. 
And we sometimes hear through the turbulent roar. 
Sweet voices we heard in the days gone before, 
When the wind down the river la fair.” 
place. It is not difficult for a critic in this first stage to 
decide on the absolute merits of any composer or com¬ 
position. He spealtB off-hand. The first page of Brahms 
* ifficient for him—-he is either outrage usly d 
divinely good. His opinion' once stated has the (com¬ 
fortable advantage of never undergoing a charge—as 
long as the critic remains in this first Btage. We may 
call this the dogmatic period. 
The second Btage is more inconvenient. It is some-' 
times positively painful—the doubting period. . One has 
id it is with hesitar 
s Sometimes it is Beethoven, sometimes Chopin, and 
sometimes a very insignificant composer who leads us 
acquiring useful information and adding to his store of down close to the water’s edge, and bids ns listen to learned to distrust all his opinions, ana
knowledge: But it would be, as an educational process, the voices of the “ Long Ago.” And we place our tion that he expresses himself, especially concerning the 
vastly inferior to the systematic methods whi«?h now hands in the master’s own, and bid him lead us where relative merits of composers. A new .composer: finds 
obtain. It has been found that it is of first importance he will—in flowery gardens or in thorny paths, among neither friend nor foe in him until, he has been able to 
for a student to know exactly what branch of study he is hopes that ripened with glad fruition, or. joys that make a very careful investigation of at least a hundred 
pursuing’, and what division of that branch, and what perished in the darkness of the night; but now they are Even then he 
/M.M' all'll* Bl • I'lmilX-MliJLI-JL* L'L'K'1‘1 
Eages or more of the composer'a work. 
as simply an opinion, and would not ike to be quoted 
what is his relation to the great field of investigation into —forgetful cf past experiences, past loving, past living. as having spoken very positively concerning the com-' 
which he has entered. Why not carry the same principle Music may tell us of the myBterions Future, where ail poser’s place in the art world. He maybe veryenthu- 
into our daily studies? Is it not equally helpful for the the jangling discords of this life shall be resolved ; but it siastic when he discovers beauties, bat he remembers 
student to know, if possible, just how each day’s achieve- isnoleBsthe language of the Past—in which the emo- that other composers Tiave written'beautiful passages. 
ment is related to the work of all the other days, past tions, the joys and fears of other days are mirrored so He is not so interesting as the young man of the dog 
and future? To say the least, it is wonderfully cheering clearly an 
to. be told that we are a little further, away from the 
beginning, or to discover that we are a little nearer to 
the goal. And it is no small thing to add to the cheer 
in the life of one whose energies are bent in the direction 
of achievement. Truth is so far away. The end is so 
remote. Shall I ever reach any degree of perfection in 
jeautifully. 
No teacher can succeed witliout books. He must have 
his own copies of the best piano works’of Beethoven, 
Schnmann, Chopin, Mendelssohn and many other com¬ 
posers. If he cart afford them, he ought to have the best 
editions. Some editions, no teacher rich or poor, can 
_1 _ — i. : 
art? And how. far away is the reward for which I strive? a®*or to use; others he can hardly afford to dispense 
He is a friend who fills my heart .with hope—a just hope, Y11*1; Where it iB not a matter of necessity that he 
a reasonable hope. He makes, the labor lighter; he should get the very cheapest, he ought to have smaller 
makes, the task much easier. Who can measure the v°lumeB in preference to larger.^ For example—-it is 
privilege of the conscientious teacher? better to have Beethoven s sonatas in four or five volumes 
____—__ than in one or two. Heavy books are not convenient 
Don’t make^a business of the study <jf music. Never for-any practical ubo. Then these volumes should be 
think of your piano as the merchant does of his stock in w^ll-bound. After all, it does not pay to invest in cheap 
trade. Let the instrument itself be dear to you. Bather bindings. How much valuable music every teacher has, 
caress than abuse it. It is not a common thing that which, after very little handling has become almost en- 
voices the sweetest dreams of your heart. It is with yon tirely useless. Good composers, good editions, eon- 
as a friend, and the dear old piano has been your confi- venient volumes, and first-class Binding—these are all 
dant when yon could hardly trust yourself to speak to important matters to the professional man. The young 
matic school, but is donbtless a little safer. He has 
more judgment but less courage. 
The third period is like unto the first in some respects.' 
It is that state into which one comes in his second 
childhood after having passed safely through the first’ 
and second, haying long held the confidence of the pub-, 
lie and having, deported himself in such a manner that 
public confidence was attracted. But the people have 
so long trusted him, knowing his judgment to be sound 
and wise, that he is in the weakness of old age (or early 
decay of character resulting from the growth of self-con¬ 
ceit), brought to trust himself absolutely, scoring those 
-i ■ • • j_._- _• j _ _ -*,i -'i.; ■- n J 
whose opinions do not coincide with his own, and now 




other friends. In the twilight hours, between joy and ^teacher is very likely to make many mistakes. He. will 
grief, when.any joyful phrase was too glad and any word "purchase many books which he will-never need—a waste IfTOOMPETI 
of sorrow too sad, when there was not a phrase in all the which he will regret; he will find himself burdened with 1 
languages of earth in which to utter the wonderful fancies editions which he will learn to despise; and he will _ „ - 
of your goal, the piano alone could respond to your Bilent often wish he had been wiser'about the form in which his Editor or The Etude :— 
appeal. Because it has the sympathy of a lover, and volumes were bound. The writer often wishes he had If n°t, taking up too much of 
reads in your soul the unrevealed secrets of your life, been wise enough to confine his purchases to one-fourth would, like to open a correspond 
Thus it is a friend indeed-; never complaining because the composers that are represented on his shelves, and a subject very interesting to tea 
of ill-treatment; always williB^WbBJLaterrogated. One invested in better editions-aud-befcter-bound volumes all oi»e over which I ■havefhou^t f 
may. be superstitious abdutS^pianoA-some people are— ‘along: He has three editions of Beethoven’s Sonatas. It might be headed, “The 
but as an excellent writer has said; “/The most exag- If he had been wise enough at the first, the last purchase Teachers/ Why should there 
gerated and foolish enthusiasm is better than indiffer- in that line might have been the first and only one. As examinations for mnsical studen 
ence.” So it is better to be superstitlouajh^ not to it is he has two editions of Beethoven which he does not before coming out as teachera r 
care for your piano. EnthusiaamT^e'anslfl^r even if care to u3e- A. judicious volume oir. the Bibliology of 
there is a superabundance of it. But indifference and Music might be exceedingly useful to the profession. 
commonplace views of your art means death. Be spirit- - 
ually alive, and treasure any instrument that contributes It is a good thing to possess books and a better thing 
to that spiritual life. to know something of what iB in them. The possession ol 
demanding the confidence which, in his better daj^, was 
cheerfully accorded him. This is the autocratic period. 
The end of this period is very near to the beginning of 
it. It may begin early in the physical life, but always 
near the close of the-mtellectual or critical life. After, 
this they either die or pass out of the realm of the critic 
into that of the goose, thus reversing the Darwinian theory^ 
HTOOMPETENOY. 
it r f he tude: - 
If not taking up too uch of your time and . a j, I 
would, like to open a correspondence in yonr Etude, on 
a subject- very interesting to teachers and students, and^® 
one over hich I have thought for some time. jjg§ 
It ight be headed, “The Competency of Music 
Teachers.” hy should there not be some comp hmj 
exa inations for musical students, which they nus 
to UQ u a wu mwuo W* I ** uu UUVU UV7 ---- O.. : 111- . I ’• 
means TileT even if care to user  judicious volu e oir. the Bibliology of It seems to me there could be three examinations, as 
hVi i i i t i l  l t  t  i . follows (first one for legthnere to a ceil a ra standard; 
.... _ second, from that point till they are ready orthrfimsh- 
 i    t i  t   bet t i ing master; third, the finishing lessons), 
 t i   t is i ' t .  i  f In this way, parents who have not had any ® i® 
inlrs rlnpfi nnh hv nnv mpans imnlv nn nprmn.int.nnnn education or advantages, will not be gulled by incom- 
t t i it l lif . t   i m , m n n u n u  .
---T~-— book does ot by a y e i ply a Acquai ta ce ti   t , ill t 0!1^^!1,0.0”  
What a power there is in music to lead us intoJthe with them ; for if we should judge of the scholarship of petent persons, wh< nave studied may r 
i p i . . ttti .. ... ' . 1; . 1 _ _ ° . . . . A _And Wkn AhniiMA ennh Mdiftn nnolv lAVimPAfl. 
realm of the -past! Who that ia musical has not lived 
over his life again under the spell of a familiar strain ? 
Into many a-marble hall the'strain has found its way. 
leading tne millionaire back to his.humble origin, and 
vividly portraying before him the miserable scenes of his 
childhood, miserable then, but so precious how. It is 
only a little melody, that is hot a little melody. The 
v, J  *  ‘ * f* , 1*1 .1 M ,1 
it  t  ; l r it  l  j  t t  l r i  t. r *—,• . , ... . ,_:_ 
our acquaintances by the number of valuable books they years only, and who charge such ridiculously o p c , 
possess, we might conclude that some of them are very that they live on this class^ of students. ' j > 
learned Some have a dozen or more, and if they really I shall be .glad to recei^ :ttomm^nts,^cri ^ - 
know what is in a dozen good books, they are unusually answers to this letter, for 1 think it a ma ter w tot 
intelligent. But- others have their hundreds and thou- beagitated. It is, of course, proper for me to Bay.though 
sands—what maryelons-people they must be 1 I have testimonials as to my musical taen m 
But not so mif—our conclusion is reached too hastily. *1^®* I have not passed an examination ^ for feac t 
sands hat arvelous-people they ust be 1 
t t so last our conclusion is reac e  too hastil m inu i a n n f . licov J --“7*. 
musician considers it insignificant, while the man of the- Nine-teaths of the books in our private*libraries are ab- though I iave now taught for six years; 
world is trembling under its spell. It suggests father 
and mother to him, bare walls, rude furniture, plain 
companions; or sweet words and”holy pledges; or the 
forests of the North or the prairies of the West; or the 
moaning of the wind or the breath of spring, or a thou- 
sand.other memories of childhood days. And this is not 
all. Not only are these circumstances so vividly recalled, 
but they are made fragrant and dear in their: musical 
setting. They were days of poverty, but how sweet they 
wo'-i i , t: oai ! * ai , sighs !'>' ti . «-1 5 gg£ 
And often it is just the reverse. Not long ago quite a 
iime-uiuiua ui mu uu a  iu u r uri io iiururico ur  u- —. .-« ” ■ 
8olutely dumb, as far as their owners are concerned, tomly go up for one were it the rule, or a ec 
They tell them nothing; they do not help; on the con- Hoping this will be received with interest, al o 
trary, they are really a burden ; they point out no new to thank yon ftjr kindly giving it spac . 
paths, bring no counsel, yield no comfort. They merely Yours respectfully, \A* 
stare at him with a vacant stare, meaningless, fruitless. Leavenworth, Kansas. 
But the book that is used what a blessing it becomes. Onr correspondent seems to be unaware that the 
Is it a volume of the Nocturnes of Chopin? It charms American College of Musicians was organized.on pur- 
you into a reverie every time it meets your glance.; It pose to meet the evils complained of. The A. C. M. 
seems to be whispering sweet thoughts, at you every time r.. . . j - iTni,nr» 
you enter the room where it^ lies. It draw® away JPr03P®cta,»■V;..' 
from many a disagreeable task, and beguiles you with fidnnerV 60 William Street^ Prbvidencet B. L Kditoe. h mi  
would not hav dared—o found '< rarge thi * „ eless— impartiality of tests and le sion , the remain eeriata [For The Etude.] t e or it wors an us
_ ; __ ___ to hang out the bait. Indeed, every teacher ought, with 
EESPEOT DUE TO THE MU1I0AL PEOFESSION. jast pride, to Bcorn to accept what at the best is but a 
-1——- ' bribe or a donation I 
Ih last month’s issue of The Etude, Mr. Fillmore has I® the case of music sellers, I really do believe they 
very ably pointed out several reasons why music and could not help themselves; the teachers bo long and 
musicians in America do not receive-that complete persistently demanded these terms from them that at last 
reap .5 on the • art oi ducated len whi b night be they individ ally tv1 t yield foi feai the trad would 
r isonabl] expected; Vhile L would « ldorse all he go rom them to t ose that would. We music m e r 
aid, it seems X* me that he pas e < over with silence in© 1 not j?. 30 ntitled to ^ sow*mi 1 I 
grav reas and . 1. , th g . ast fall, why lot because hey devote all heir t ne and energy to h ale i 
only educated men, bnt the public at large hold music of pianos, and often have to go to considerable expense, 
teachers in contempt, to a certain extent This is, their We «e worse than travelling book agents; they may be 
inordinate an -( :annot span h wo d—unscrunplous a nuisance 1 > y ry by •* .' urn ov > ' t a 
minor details wherein (in the opinion of several ..candi¬ 
dates) decided improvement may be made. 
I. The papers on harmony, several in number, gave the 
severest test to candidates*; for, beginning at half-past 
nine in the morning of the first day, -Jnne 28th, 1889, no 
go fro  the  to those that ould. e usic teachers one waa a^e complete the papers before three in the 
are t agents; agents are e title t  a com ission, afternoon. A fair criticism, therefore, would be that the 
t t im t e s papers were too long, or that too many were given at 
 i aa re r B r p  
love of gain! 
Not content with high fees which range from $1 to 
$5 per lesson (sometimes niggardly half-hour lessons), 
the music teachers must needs have their percentage on 
every single musical purchase the public makes, from 
the grand piano down to every sheet of printed music ; 
never less than 20 per cent, on every piano sold to their 
honest penny But the p ofesaor >■. Iim< * id s < » 
laziness, without sometimes moving a finger for it, and 
in the sale of sheet music only making out his lists and 
once. It was proper for the Secretary (since he had 
given out the papers and thus allowed inspection of 
them) to keep the candidates in until their task was 
finished; but all of them were unfitted for clear, sustained 
i t  l t i l i t i li t  thinking> by tbe l688’ 0f the customary noonday meal. 
toiled, taking a large share away from those who did, Hence> a fair suggestion would be, don t give out at 
profits for which he never risked or invested a single once three or four papers on anyone subject; give one 
dollar! The piano manufacturer exerts all his ingenuity, at a time and thus allowthe candidate the more frequent 
patrons, and 60 per cent, on sheet music furnished to* exercises his utmost skill, invests large capital, incurs 
their pupils. This is the prevailing practice among the immense expenses and great mercantile risks, in order 
music teachers, very Yew of whom are to my knowledge to put a superior instrument into the market; the music 
exempt from it: “they all do it” As individuals, our seller does likewise in his branch. From their final 
fraternity in many instances are envious and jealous of profits they are compelled to hand over a large share to 
each other and little agreed, but as a body they unite in the musical profession. No wonder then that the prices 
   
possibility of leaving the room. 
II. Several questions have been decidedly ambiguous, 
cansing doubt in the minds of candidates and much 
trouble to the Secretary, who had no authority to clear 
,  m in i . 1*0 a m max, m awa tbe ,joubt Candidates have very justly felt that 
exacting these percentages from the manufacturers of of pianos, etc., and sheet music are exorbitant in , . m• .l. „ 
.a a_• _ ii. _1•• ■ _ii ii_pniormna annum hfLVA Tift in t.hA nanAra. 
pianos, from their agents and from the music sellers, for 
which, of course, a long-suffering musical public, already 
in lemon-squeezed condition, has eventually to pay. Thus 
the music teachers form a formidable “ring” which 
encircles the whole of this vast Continent, taxing the 
sale of everything pertaining to music, wherever a piano 
America; it is the natural result bf an abase! For the en*8maa should have no place in the papers, 
manufacturers and especially the music sellers, after III. One request in 1889 papers, viz, “ Give the names 
agents and music teachers have had their share, muBt 0f your instructors” was objectionable, Bince a full 
sre *pjs?6 istsssrs^z ss? -w* «"•— tke 
mu si cal public has to pay for it all. On account of such 
jingles, a fiddle squeaks, or a professor flourishes. If exorbitant prices many a talented boy or girl is excluded 
there is no wrong in it, why is this business invariably from the study of music; many parents have to pinch 
transacted in secrecy? Whatsoever shuns the light of themselves to afford the expensive musical education for 
day, excites suspicion and rarely is right. Vain is our their children ; many a poor music student has to prac- 
endeavor to hide this thing from the eye of the public, tice away on an old, worn-oot, tinkling, broken-keyed 
a thing forbidden by the prospectus. 
IV. Candidates very generally objected to the paper 
on acoustics last year. I quote a criticism : “It hardly 
gives a candidate-a fair chance to ask only five questions, 
and expect him to get a very high rating when the ques- 
nay from each other, or to deceive our own selves about piano, fronffeheap editions with small _ type, crowded tions are, like those given* very special ones, and not 
it. In spite of all delicacy, and “ private and confiden- Print, full of errors ant misprints on miserable paper; mentioning some subjects which it is necessary to know.” 
tial ” correspondence transactions, and however quietly In Germany it is a. rare exception if people do not buy „ . , 
and secretly the cheque or cash may be slipped into our their pianos directly from the makers, at very reasonable * • Another quotation. The papers of one year should 
hands (like a tip to a porter), the practice is as vain and as prices, from 200 to 300 thaler- for. an excellent upright not be harder than those of another, as it gives to those 
foolish as that of the ostrich hiding its head under its wing piano. Pupils and amatenrs buy directly from the music taking the easier questions a great advantage.” 
_nit._■ t/ ii. • • * x ........ i _ t« 0 * o ° 
so as not to be seen. If this is a secret I am now divulging, 
it is a very public and open one. People are folly aware 
stores, at a cheap rate, the best editions of Bheet music. 
Musical families have a running acconnt and pay quar- j VI. While candidates place themselves unreservedly 
of this thing going on in the-music business, and com- terly, half-yearly or yearly, when large redactions are the power of the examiners and must take, without 
ment upon it and condemn it sometimes in very strong allowed them in proportion to the amount total. Besides debate, their decisions, it has seemed to some that the 
X   - 1171 . _ J -_..x_ _  1 1_ _ x!    : _   1 ^ . . , , . . . , terms. When this established custom can no longer be 
denied by us, we may give it a fine, fair name and call 
it: “the emoluments accruing from our profession 
The public call “the child by the right name,” and 
stigmatize it as “swindle,” as “levying blackmail” from tion of their art, having nothing whatsoever to do with 
_e _ _• 1, «... .... _1 :_ 
manufacturers and music sellers, as “an imposition on 
the public,” sn nveerl. and rnn/irtfi/ and nrtt. sordid gr d rapacity;" dt 
unfrequently the epithet “ disreputable ” is flnng at our wondering at the lack of awe and respect for the musical 
guilty heads! This, of course, “in contumaciam,” in Aampions of mind (Ritter vom Geist), as long as we 
our absence; but notice the ironical smile immediately stoop to such malpractice. If we have the cause of music 
dawning upon our patron’s face (which ought to drive dearly at heart, if we are jealous of our reputation 
the blush of shame into our cheeks) when we warmly and profession, if we are sensitive of honor, if we are 
recommend a certain piano, or when you present your “gentlemen,” let us desist, one and all, from accepting or 
bill with studies and concert pieces, of from $2 to $4 a demanding anything but the well-merited rewards for oar 
piece, in formidable array, amounting sometimes to more time, toil and skill! 
than the lesson fees. Some people then openly grumble Let the A. M. T. N. A., all the State Associations, and 
there are in every larger city, perambulating libraries 8ting of defeat might be largely mitigated, if they were 
(Lexh-Bibhotheken) where all standard music is lent out n , _ , - , , 
in portfolios, for a small annual consideration. But allowed to their papers once more and find wherein 
music teachers there attend to teaching and the cultiva- they had failed. Under present arrangements the papers 
are soon destroyed and there is no redress, no possi- 
either the piano or the sheet music business. bility of discovering errors, if any have been made by 
It is ridiculous to mount the high horse of braggadocio, ., ~ . , . , n .. T~ 
ondering at t e lack f a e a  res ect f r the usical the officials in reckoning up the* ratings If the exami- 
Champi s f i ( itt r i t), s l s ners so chose, a system of marking could be devised that 
t  t   l r ti .    t  s  f si would work well for themselves as well as for the can- 
rl t rt, if r j l f r r t ti didates, and the criticised papers returned to the candi- 
i , i iti , ii dates would.be of great value to the defeated ones, while 
 ge tl ,  l t  i t,   ll,  ti  nil occasion for distrust of the ratings would be removed, 
i  t i  t t  ll- rit  r r  f r ur Such distrust very naturally exists now in the minds of 
it r t  i  r t  t i  i . 
and even are rude, but the professor is either very brazen the American College of Musicians pass a law to that ef- 
and does not mind, or will fly into a passion, highly feet, binding on all their members, expelling from their 
offended. But the public do not exactly admire the midst and ignoring as “black sheep” every one in the 
“smartness” with which the professor, besides his high profession, who does otherwise, and see if the general 
fees, knows how to catch those happy windfalls of new respect for music teachers will not rise at once to an 
pianos purchased ki the homes where he is teaching, and unprecedented height, even if some of them teach Ber- 
how to eke out his income hy.selling to his pupils sheet tini’s Etudes, or give their pupils “ Yankee Doodle ” by 
music for whole price, which He got at half price. The time Haberbier as a piece, and have not the least smattering 
has passed in America, when he, who, after having of metaphysics and of other aesthetics, than their own 
settled all his property on hfo ^ife, declared himself musical taste and the soul’s deep feeling! A German 
insolvent, was rather admired aS^amart,” than other- proverb says: “Mit den Wolfen muss man heulen” 
wise; when the hank cashier who spefitrtated with the 
bank’s funds and grew very wealthy, or worse still, the 
trustee who absconded with funds to Canada, were con¬ 
sidered by some as rather “ smart peoplebut all these 
slippery eels are now generally called “ rogues.” Surely 
the public do not "deserve illiberal treatment from our 
hands; we are not underpaid; on the contrary generously 
remunerated; the mediocre teacher in a large city pockets 
his $2 per lesson, the eminent ones from $3 to $5. 
For very shame we ought to have the good grace to 
offer at least onr advice on pianos gratis, instead of 
trafficking with our position and reputation; we ought to 
let those have the benefit of our experience in each 
matters, from whom, unless we are public virtuosos and 
composers, we derive our whole income. What mean, 
sordid spirit is this among the devotees of so nobje an 
art as mnsic, and whence does it originate? Do notput 
all .the blame on the piano makers and mnsic sellers; in 
snch and similar cases both are at fault, the giver and 
foe recipient, hut the latter far more deeply. No doubt 
in the zeal of hot competition, piano manufacturers have 
offered*these percentages to foe teachine Drofession : the 
(among the wolves you must howl with them or you will 
he torn to pieces) ; well I will run that risk; I, for one, 
will not be Bilent, and countenance a custom that easta a 
slur on every one in foe musical profession. ^ At foe same 
time I would not have presumed to speak, if I was not 
fully convinced of my voice finding an echo in the hearts 
and mindB of thousands of my colleagues of The Etude. 
H. H. Haas'. 
SUGGESTIONS POE THE AMEEI0AN COLLEGE 
OF MUSICIANS. 
Editor oV ThiTEtode:— 
some unsuccessful ones, and a plea comes that foe 
papers, even if not returnable, may be kept at least one 
year. 
YII. The delay (of several weeks last year) in announc¬ 
ing foe results of the examinations, was annoying to 
the examiners and distressing to foe candidates. Given 
Beven or eight subjects, and from five to ten questions on 
each subject for each of twenty-eight candidates, and ' e 
result was an enormous amount of material for eacr =-*. 
the three theoretic examiners to care for. er the 
circumstances the delay was tcertainly excusable, hut for 
the Bake of candidates held in suspense so distressing, 
such delays should not be henceforth allowed. The 
examiners also should be relieved of a large part of foeir 
burden. It seems hardly necessary to compel them to 
look through the papers on terminology, acoustics and 
history. These less important papers could be entrusted 
to some other competent musicians (members of the 
College) of their selection, and thus many hoars of vexing 
toil and wearisome delay could be avoided. 
VIII. In foe demonstrative examination, two sugges¬ 
tions have come from pianoforte candidates. First, that 
the College provide standard editions of foe various 
numbers called for in foe obligatory progra nmes, sc 
that candidates may be relieved of foe necessity of bring¬ 
ing snch a large bundle of music; and second, that a 
pianoforte with “medium or easy action” be provided, 
Nine months have elapsed Bince the last examination since very likely foe majority of the candidates may have 
of foe American College of Musicians, and plans are now practiced upon square or upright pianos, wit :; actions so 
being matured for the next sessions in Jane of this year." 
Two experiences with the examinations, together with 
conversations and correspondence with former successful 
and unsuccessful candidates, have given me occasion to 
different from that of the ordinary grand. 
The increasing number of inquirers and of actual can¬ 
didates, year by year, reveals a deepening interest in the 
College, and is a striking testimonial to the wisdom of 
its founders and to the value of its standards. With such 
m j ,1 . - . » _ . ' »uv4 uDuvuuooim v uu untgo. u ro e ycu xxxv> uwvnatvu nu . . , . •••■ • ■» 
 t g pr ; fo * , , . .... ’ , A ■ a board of eminent musicians acting so conscientiously 
writer himself has often been approached by different formulate various cnUcisms on foe method of conducting ^ examiners, foe College cannot fail in its mission, and 
makers and agents. But bless your heart and innocence, the examinations. While acknowledging gratefully foe all friends of true musicians will rejoice in its prosperity 
they knew what “ loose fish ” foe musicians were, or they scopeand thoroughness of the papers given, and the strict and labor for its success. . E. B, Story, a.o.h. 
it i l i 
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THE ETUDE. 
LETTERS TO TBA0HE1S. 
; i 'a - b. tf o i«rw5 
that the . work has been' properly ended. A flexible 
• -^-WiLLyou be so kind as to give me some &dvkse:as to 
how i ;hild, aboi six years old, should be ' tarted on 
the piano?’ Living in a small town,.where I haven’t 
the advantage of a geos instructor for my child, and 
knowing that it is very important to start right, what¬ 
ever. information you will kindly give me will be highly 
appreciated. No doabt the question covers too much of 
a scope t< j am red in full ^ itl rat int in t .much 
time as 1 l li ole. I 
have be anx raslj watching I he E roi e ft soi le sn • 
information, bn have not noticed m] An answe 
through your valuable Etude, oi personal will place 
me under obligations to you. I play the piano some 
myself, but have no experience 'as teacher, and* in the 
absence ol a good teacher, w mid pi fei o attempt to 
teach th hilH myself th th a he nndei the 
kind we have here; hence my inquiry.”—C. E. P. 
As this question will probably be of interest to every 
reader of The Etude, I will attempt to answer it as well 
as I can within reasonable limits. There are many 
ways of teaching a beginner, but most of them fall into 
one of two classes. In the first class the pnpil is taught 
to read notes, and is immediately put to playing exer¬ 
cises from some easy instruction book. A very good 
bookforthis purpose is ‘‘ Howe’s Pianofoffe Instructor,” 
issued by the publisher of The Etude. This book; con¬ 
sists essentially of easy duets for teacher and pupil (the 
pupil’8 part employing five-finger positions mostly), and 
free amusements embodying the principles of phrasing 
and expression, and sometimes of five-finger exercises 
and scales. This is perhaps as good as any book of the 
kind. 
If you will read Wieck’s “ Piano and Song,” you will 
get an idea of a wholly different method of teaching a 
beginner—the idea being to cultivate the fingers and the 
ear first, the eye, for reading mnsic, afterward. I have 
myself made use of a course of lessons, the technical 
part of them founded on Mason’s system, the duets 
selected from such convenient material as I could find 
at the time. What I wish to do first is to form a musi¬ 
cal touch and a habit of listening to the effect of the 
playing. I begin the first lesson with Mason’s “Two- 
Finger Exercises,” for the clinging touch. This con¬ 
tinues for every lesson as a part of the daily practice. 
At the succeeding lessons I add 'the exercises for elastic 
touch, which continues as a part of the daily practice 
from that time on. At the third lesson I add the exer¬ 
cises for the light touch, or the fast two-finger exercises, 
and continue all of them as a part of the daily practice. 
The melodic form of these should be varied from time 
to time, as shown in “ Mason’s Technics,” those in the 
diatonic scale occupying a greater part of the time. 
Next these in importance I place those in the chromatic 
scale, then those in the diminished chord. These exer¬ 
cises will do no good unless the teacher revises them 
from time to time until the;(finger- motions, and espe¬ 
cially the wrist motions, are correct. \ 
In the exercise for elastic touch the hand falls upon 
the first key, which is hel^ vlgorously, but without stif¬ 
fening the muscles at tbe^rist?''^he>finger proposing 
to perform the elastic touch is then extended perfectly 
straight, and suddenly contracted, shutting until the 
point of it touches the palm of the hand. It touches the 
key in passing, but without pausing for a single moment 
in its passage toward the palm of the hand. The force 
of the impulse is so great that the tone sounds out vigor¬ 
ously with equal breadth and volume as in the first touch 
made from the wrist. As the point of the finger com¬ 
pletes the work expected of it at the moment of passing 
the key—the proof of which is heard in the vigorous 
tone produced—it is desirable that the contraction of the 
muscles cease instantly, in proof of which the hand will 
rebound upward from the keys to a height of perhaps 
four inches, from mere reaction against the powerful 
force expended in making the elastic touch. I under¬ 
stand Dr. Mason not to require so great a rebound of 
the hand after making the elastic touch; on the contrary, 
he allows the hand to remain level, taking the chances 
of the wri^.t becoming loosened. I, however, regard the 
rebounding as the handiest way .of assuring the teacber 
wnst is one of the main conditions of a good musical 
i My own . perieace :f, that pupils who d< not 
make t b rebound of the hand at th id of the elastic 
to ch retai'« • rigid tyof ' e wrist whicl ends to be< 
more and more confined, and ultimately will prevent 
ttu ir e \ - ha ring a soft, me lod oui o ■ full to le. 
In the light two-finger exercises the wrist is held very 
looBe. The first note of every part is made by the hand 
falling upon the keys from a less and less distance, as 
the pupil becomes more expert. In very fast playing 
the fall of the hand in this exercise will not exceed a 
quarter of an inch; perhaps an eighth of an inch will 
be nearer the truth. The second touch is made by a 
movement of the finger. If you teach a child to play 
these with the movement here described, and with the 
force and with the degree of rapidity indicated in the 
book of technics, you will have laid the foundation for a 
perfect legato and a very light staccato; in fact, for 
every variety of phrasing and expressive playing, in¬ 
cluding fluent octave playing. 
I have spent so long a time on this exercise becanBe 
it is peculiar to the Mason system, and one that I have 
often said before is the only school of touch-technics, 
that I know of. It can be UBed in connection with any 
instruction book or book of studies. While it is per¬ 
fectly easy for a beginner, rarely have I seen an advanced 
pnpil who does not need this discipline of the wrist. If 
you compare what I have Baid with what Wieck says 
about a limber wrist, yon will see that there is nothing 
new in holding this as the strategic point of the lesson. 
I do not believe in finger corsets for piano babies. 
The second ingredient in the early lessons of the 
pnpil is that of stock passages, namely, arpeggios and 
scales with rhythmic treatment. The arpeggios shonld 
come first, because they separate the fingers more than 
the scales. The diminished chords have the rilerit of 
using the fourth finger as often as any of the others. If 
you go into these, you cannot do better than to follow 
Mason’s book. The third ingredient of these lessons is 
the training of the eye to read the notes, and the finger 
to follow the eye. Here come whatever duets, amuse¬ 
ments, or studies you chooBe to give; there are many ele¬ 
mentary books containing valuable pieces for this use. 
If you use the arpeggios already spoken of through four 
octaves, and the two finger exercises equally, the young 
pupil will acquire a flexibility of wrist, lightness of 
touch, and a freedom on the key-board which 'pupils 
taught by the usual five-finger exercises and restricted 
arm movements will scarcely attain in four times as 
much practice. Perhaps I ought to have said farther, in 
regard to the arpeggios, that with a small beginner, one 
arpeggio^at a lesson, with two or three different modes of 
accenting it, will be sufficient. It is very easy, however, 
to make a mistake in giving too little. It is necessary to 
diversify practice. There are some very nice exercises 
for beginners in Wieck’s Piano Studies, in the Peters 
edition. They are to be transposed in the different keys 
and exercises, which you will find extremely instructive 
as well as useful for small pupils. I made the discovery 
by my own experience sixteen years ago, that beginners 
practicing the Mason’s arpeggios acquire execution and 
freedom upon the keyboard with a rapidity wholly new 
to me. It has only lately occurred to me that the expla¬ 
nation of this ia to be found in the freedom which these 
exercises give to the arm motions, which Sherwood 
speaks of in the letter printed in a former Etude. To 
sum it all up, whatever you do for you nttle boy will be 
in the direction of his ultimate success as a pianist, pro¬ 
vided the following points are made:— 
1st. Free wrist and independent fingers. 
2d. The legato scale and arpeggios, and the ability to 
connt time. 
8d. A musical style of playing whatever he plays, 
however simple; nothing is to be played anmnsically. 
All the exercises must be varied in form, and be played 
with a due regard for rhythm. Every melody must be 
.made to sing with expression, and the accompaniment 
must properly Bupport it. If yon observe these points, 
| yon can be Bure that your instruction will be beneficialr 
and it will e el little : ice what 
instruction book yon nse. One more point: A a goon 
as the x ... o say, 
within the first eight weeks or so—be sure to give the 
pupil Sbme kind of a little piece that pleases him. The 
>apil who would as 3 on plaj exercisef as melodic - 
« o rirtuous ever to be an interesting player; he is like 
the good little boy who wonld rather read the'multipli¬ 
cation table or the ten commandments than any kind of 
a story. Such a boy might just as well go one time m 
another ; there is too little stuff in him for this world. 
In Schubert’s Serenade, transcribed by Liszt, should 
the low octaves in the bass be held hy the sustaining 
pedal throughout each measure; or by the common 
pedal, which gives a decidedly blurred effect ? ■ 
Student. 
By the sustaining pedal, if there is one. If there is 
none, then by the damper pedal. This is only one of 
many cases in modem music where the increased singing 
power of the best American pianos renders the pedal 
marking of most editions unsafe to follow without con¬ 
stant correction by the ear. 
Will Mr. Mathews kindly enlighten me, through The 
Etude, on a question which has long been a vexed one 
to. me, viz., Is the last note of a melodic phrase or 
hraselet always to be shortened to one-half its value ? 
have “Howto Understand Music” and Christiani’s 
“ Principles of Expression,” and still I do not feel sat¬ 
isfied on that score. Christiani seems to state the rule 
positively, yet in my practice I sometimes find the last 
note of a phrase or phraselet marked staccato, while 
others in the same composition are not, e. g., Mathews’. 
“Studies in Phrasing,^’ Part n, Spring Song (Mendels¬ 
sohn), 2d-6th measures, etc. Again, in foot-note (a) 
on Mendelssohn’s Duet of same collection. 
If you will tell me why this distinction is made, and 
how I can decide such points when I have not such an 
edition to consult, I shall feel very grateful. 
A Subscriber. 
There is no rale which can be given not. subject to 
exception. Only one rule can be given, which is, that a 
melody must be delivered in such a way as to make 
sense. Sometimes the entire phrase, or even a section 
or period, is delivered with scarcely a break; at other 
times the need of breaks is very decided. In the Men¬ 
delssohn Spring Song the marking is probably defective, 
the staccato points having been omitted where they prop¬ 
erly ought to have been given.* Nevertheless, in this 
piece the main thing is not so much a shortening of 
the last tone of a phrase as the light effect of a staccato 
quality of touch at that particular point. In many of 
these places the interruption of tone continuity is only 
momentary, scarcely reaching the twentieth of a second. 
The sixteenth notes in the Spring Song occupy about an 
eighth of a second each when played up to a good tempo. 
If one of these is shortened half its duration, the break 
of tone-continuity will amount to only a sixteenth of a 
second, and a part of this_will be concealed by the vibra¬ 
tion of the piano, which will not instantly Bat 
for all this, it is by no means the same thing whether one 
delivers these notes with legato or staccato quality. The 
difference is instantly felt, the latter imparting m effect 
of lightness to this beautiful melody. 
In the Chopin Nocturne in E flat, for example, the 
second piece in my second book of “ Studies in Phras- 
ing,” the breaks in the legato are very slight, many of 
the phrase endings being scarcely at all noticeable other¬ 
wise than by accentuation and emphasis, or, rather, by 
the vanishing effect with which, so many of them close. 
Schumann, in his Nachtstucke in F, writes eighth 
notes and eighth rests in a quarter-note movement, in¬ 
tending to conceal the breaks, for the most part, by 
pedal. The melody, when properly plays, loes not 
sound detached, but almost legato, yet the t. le, in con¬ 
sequence of the “ elastic touch ” with whh h nearly all 
the tones are delivered, will have & tight and .elastic 
quality impossible to have obtained from any other 
mode of playing. One has to read between the tines. 
But if I give such directions as these to a pupil, the 
chances are that at the next lesson she will bring a piece 
like the Pizzicati of Delibes, with the pedal used in such 
a way as to. entirely spoil the pizzicati effect intended, 
which was precisely that of picking the strings of a vio- 
| li j 1’%,. pmM i i n- 3 to be used at all in thene ernei. . 
It is not possible to make mu all-embracing rule. The 
scaresI that can be done in to say that all depends upon 
Ills character of the piece or passage.: In Blow, sustained-, 
melodies the breaks between the phrases are not to-be. 
made prominent, V general sustained quality of the 
melody being presumed to be fundamental, saving..in- 
those;places where the composer has demonstrated that 
he intended to require a break. On the other hand, in 
scherzo passages, where a playful and capricious spirit 
is represented, breaks are more likely than not, and, in 
fact, are necessary for representing the playful effect. 
Even in pieces of this kind there are occasionally pas¬ 
sages requiring to be delivered strictly legato, the breaks 
between phrases being reduced to the smallest practica¬ 
ble dimensions or omitted entirely. 
1. How can I best'acquire a good touch on the piano, 
especially that which is called “a pearly touch ” ? 
2. If I correctly understand the method of employ¬ 
ing the fingers in “ Mason’s Touch and Technic,” it is 
that the first note struck is to be held until the next one 
is struck, and then not relaxing the pressure of the 
finger first used on that key, it (the finger) shall be slid 
on to the next key which was struck by the second 
finger. If this is done it produces the two notes sound 
together, which is not at all agreeable. Are both notes 
intended to sound at once 1 
8. If not, how is it to be prevented ? 
' An Appreciative Reader. 
1. A pearly touch will come of itself when it is called 
for by strong, yet sensitive, fingers, a light wrist, and 
plenty of delicate musical feeling. Whichever ones of 
these are wanting in your present Outfit, by all means cul¬ 
tivate them. 
2. Mason directs this overlapping effect only until 
the clinging pressure is assured. Afterward he means 
you to play the clinging tonch simply legato, not over- 
lapping the other tone. I make little use of the super- 
legato, preferring to accomplish the same thing by using 
the two-finger exercise in broken thirds, as given in 
Mason’s Technics. I think it more musical. 
The overlapping method is liable to form slovenly 
habits of fingers. It was intended only for the first Bteps 
with such pupils as never had learned a clinging touch, 
and if you read “Touch and Technic” again, yon will 
find it so stated. 
Will you inform me in Etude or by letter (if yon will 
kindly take the trouble) if the rendering of chords with 
dots and slurs, as given in notes of Moscheles op. 70, is 
the correct one? I was so taught, and at meeting of 
teachers this question was asked. The majority had 
never even heard of it, and yet two have Btndied in 
prominent conservatories and two are pupils graduated 
from abroad. 
It seems a little strange, that in playing this study their 
attention has not been called to the note, even if there is 
another way. 
If it means, also, portamento, I have blundered many 
times. 
What I say upon this subject is said of myself, as St. 
Paul says in his uninspired moments, when he is not 
quite clear as to the “mind of the Spirit;” but in my 
opinion, the truth is that the dots and slurs combined 
mean a certain shortening of the tone lengths, amount¬ 
ing generally to abont one-fourth of the -proper time of 
the notes so distinguished. In addition to this modifi¬ 
cation of the effect, or perhaps in farther expression of 
the inner meaning of the marks, each tone is slig fitly 
emphasized, pat by itself, individualized. The rhythm 
is interrupted, not by jdaying faster or slower, but by 
giving each of several tones in succession an individu¬ 
ality which obscures the fact that they are at the same 
. time filling their relative places in a rhythm. Do I make 
my meaning clear ? Play such a passage and try if you 
can realize it. This quality of emphasis is also what 
appear^ to me to be meant by the short line and dot 
which are often written over one or two or even three- 
melody notes in succession. The tones so distinguished 
are emphasized and slightly detached. They are put 
back into their primitive rank of units again, and their 
ordering and numbering in rhythm is temporarily lost 
sight of. 
Ques.—Should ornamental notes in music be played 
loader than the melody notes? I have been told that 
they should, especially in a piece like Chopin’s Nocturne, * 
Op 87, So 1 I have looked the matter up in a hook, 
called “How to jjlaj Chopin,” bjr lean Kieczyns and 
he Bays: “Chopin differed in his manner of using ara¬ 
besques and parenthetical ornamentations from the usual 
manner of his time, which was to dwell upon such pas¬ 
sages and to endue them with importance, as in the- 
cadenzas attached to the airs of the Italian school. 
, h >p t£ was perfi • tly »’ s V In spot •<* Is linage we do 
not nse the same tone of voice for the principal thought 
and the incidental phrases: we leave the latter in the 
shade, and properly so. All the theory of the style 
which Chopin taught to his pupils rested on this analogy 
between music ana language, on the necessity for sepa¬ 
rating the different phrases, on the necessity for pointing, 
and for modifyingthe power of the voice and its rapidity 
of articulation. We are not putting forth any new doc¬ 
trine, since Biilow has so well indicated the musical 
punctuation in his editions, and Bince M. Lnssy, in his 
‘Traite de l’expression musicals,’ a work crowned at the 
exhibition of Vienna, has thrown a brilliant light on this^ 
subject.” This seems to me a little ambiguous, and 1 
don’t perfectly understand it. I have M. Lussy’s book, 
bat it does not throw any light on this subject to me; 
perhaps~I have not read it carefnlly. . Z. E. C. 
Ans.—Ornamental notes in melody should not be 
played louder than the principal notes. This is the short 
way of answering the correspondent’s question. The 
laws of musical expression need formulation upon 
rational principles. The attempts that have thns far 
been made are all more or less unsatisfactory. The 
accentuation of the individual tones in melody depends 
upon a variety of considerations.' If one were to take 
the Becond nocturne of Chopin’s Op. 9, the favorite one 
in E flat, and assign the reason for all the "different 
degrees of loud and soft in the first period,, it would be 
tantamount to writing quite a treatise upon melodic 
deliveryj and, after all, would probably only imperfectly 
represent the fine modulations which every player of real 
musical feeling would make of his own accord. For 
example, the second tone is G upon the space above the 
staff. It is a dotted quarter, with an eighth tied, occu¬ 
pying the whole of one and part of another of the primary 
divisions of the compound common time in which the 
piece is written. Pupils almost invariably deliver this 
tone with less force than the B flat which precedes it, 
mainly for the reason that the second tone has to be 
delivered with the little finger, and a corresponding 
amount of exertion will not produce the same result from 
this finger as from one of the strong ones. Again, the 
G has to have an extra allowance of force, because it is 
one of the longest tones in the piece, standing in con¬ 
nection with many that are shorter. Now, the piano has 
a short tone, and in order to conceal this circumstance 
and delude the hearer into the notion that he is hearing 
a melody properly snstained, the long tones have to be 
produced with more force of will, in order that they may 
linger longer upon the ear. Second, this tone has to 
have the principal accent of the measure, the strong 
pulse. The F, falling upon the third primary beat of the 
first measure, is a good example of a kind of tone which 
is commonly slighted. It stands upon the rhythmic place 
of the second principal accent, having almost as mnch 
accent as the tone upon the first beat itself. This par¬ 
ticular F, again, is a dissonance, afterward resolved into 
E flat, the next tone, at the next primary division of the 
measure. Nine pupils out of ten accent the E flat, the 
tone of resolution, more than the F. On the contrary, 
the F has to have the mam accent of the whole measure, 
so great is the influence of the dissonant quality. These 
two tones, F and E flat, constitute a word of two sylla¬ 
bles, the first mnch the more intense—that is to say, 
accented. Farther on, a few measures, in the sixth 
measure, there are certain short phrases of two notes, 
beginning with B natural slurred to C,—D slurred to E 
flat,-etc. The first of each pair is marked with an 
accent. Many teachers require this accent, and properly 
do so, hut they appear to think that it takes the place of 
the accent of the second tone of the little phrase, which 
by its rhythmic position is always entitled to the greater 
stress of the two. I teach that both tones of the little 
phrases are-accented. The first oratorically, because it 
is so marked, and is so required by the sense ; the second 
rhythmically, because they stand upon rhythmic positions 
which are relatively strong. The touches are, entirely 
different, the little phrases being delivered with two 
touches, exactly like the two-finger exercise for “elastic 
touch” in Mason’s system. This differentiation of 
quality in the touch intensifies the phrasing, but an 
oratorical accent never takes the place of a rhythmic 
accent, saving possibly in a tie, where a syncopation ties 
across the Btrong accent of the measure. 
In this same nocturne there are two kinds of accessory 
tones in the melody. In measure five the melody tones 
are amplified in repeating the substance of measure one. 
Here the shorter tones of the amplification are delivered 
more intensely than the primitive tones in the earlier 
measure, in order thereby to signify the greater intensity 
of feeling intended by the composer, for it iB evident to 
the innef sense that Chopin did not mea,n here mere 
ornamentations, but greater fullness and richness of the 
melody itself. Hence these tones have to be delivered 
with full melodic quality, not at all like ordinary passage- 
quality of touch. Farther on there are ornaments, in 
the form of fiorature or embellishments—light runs 
delivered in passing from one of the primary melody 
tones to another. For instance, in measure twenty-seven 
there are some. These are played delicately, and not 
at all with the primary melodic quality of tone. The 
melody is held in reserve until these little flowers have 
blossomed their momentary day. The hand is carried 
lightly over them, and the rhythm is but little retarded 
while they are being put in. • Nevertheless they are not 
to be hurried around, in order to bring the melody tone 
around exactly upon time. Take all the lee-way that is 
necessary for grace, but as to power, let them be delicate 
and gentle, like parentheses. The examples here alluded 
to cover the principal kinds of cases in Chopin, and 
illustrate the- difficulty of formulating a general rale 
adapted to all kinds of melodic accessories. 
Therefore, the answer remains as originally stated, and 
as attempted to be stated in the quotation given at the 
outset. Melodic accessories are delivered lighter when 
they really are accessories or flowers. But when shorter 
tones, put in by way of amplification, they may be deliv¬ 
ered with greater force than the primary tones which 
they displace. In the Beethoven adagios there are many 
examples of this latter kind of amplification of melody. 
Will you please answer this question for me ? I have 
taken instrumental lessons of good teachers, and am 
advanced in music—have taken scales, exercises, Last 
Hope, Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonato and others as dif¬ 
ficult, but have not taken lessons for several years—have 
not the opportunity to take of good teachers now, and 
want to advance more in my music—have no difficulty in 
fingering—love music so well that I want to learn more 
about it. What would you advise me to study or prac¬ 
tice ? I would like to practice something, so as to keep 
my practice up, and not get rusty. 
Is Dr. Lebert and Stark's book good for advanced 
pupils, or do you know of any book that is better? 
Subscriber. 
For cultivating a lyric style there is no collection of 
pieces known to me so good as those I have embodied 
in the second book of my “Studies in Phrasing.” They 
have the advantage of containing in the annotations pre¬ 
cisely those things which I commonly have to teach pupils 
concerning them. They are therefore likely to be of use 
to you. If you will take “those up in the order given 
originally, as shown in the advertisement in The Etude, 
yonr touch will continually improve. Along-with this 
branch of practice play Mason’s two-finger exercises 
daily and his system of arpeggios, at first for the hands 
separately, afterward with both hands together. Take 
up some good finger pieces, one after another, and prac¬ 
tice each one until ft goes easily. For example, Raff’s 
“ La Fileuse,” Moszkowski’s Waltz in A flat, Nicode’s 
Tarantelle in G sharp minor, Rubinstein’s Waltz Ca¬ 
price in E flat; later, Liszt’s “Rigoletto,” which is the 
easiest of Liszt’B difficult pieces. It is one of the best 
finger exercises ever devised. .This line of work is 
much better than practicing in an instruction book. 
Yon want to keep np the sensation of musical delight in 
yonr playing. If yon practice mainly upon exercises, 
you will merely work at music.. Lebert and Stark’s 
books I do not like at all, because they seem tome Very 
mechanical and pedantic.' . 
[Fdr The Etude.] ' . - tivated ear, or, if needB be, let. down the bars a little for piancn-talented ones, to©—became hopelessly discour- 
Tj-rt-nr ffiA m-Dti* p tj *nirwA'dti pttpttsi the sake of intereating him, and then work upward. aged, and either abandoned their high purposes or else, 
HOW TO TEEAT BAOKWABD PUPILS. . We mnst rememberKthat; t amoant JmuBic thafc g°«! SW1* in the me/hes 
..- • . , , ■ of bad habits and found it impossible to ever escape from 
Austin - 18 beautlful ^ a cultivated musician is simply Choctaw them. Gradually the evolution of the Practice Clavier 
to a pupil, being beyond his. comprehension. was accomplished, and of its value to master and puplis 
~™ A person that has never read anything but the lightest alike we all well know, 
This is a subject that is creating a great amount of literature cannot be expected to understand Shakespeare „ 2zfjP5£|hce Clavier 8imPl/ reduces piano t^ching to 
thought among progressive teachers in all branches of or Milton without much study, neither can a pupil that for while Vkeeps marie’ ever ^vi’ew, it Nevertheless 
learning, and one that is worthy of careful consideration. bas never played anything but light music comprehend opens the way for the development of the purely educe- 
Pupils may be backward from many causes, but we the classics at once. tional side of the pianoforte, to which file keyboard, 
will classify them under three general heads—those pre- Always let the music be such that the pupil can com- al<£® “J1 t 
senting unusual physical difficulties, those taking little prehend it, and always explain to him the construction, Foundation Exercises to be used eilherNn the Practi^ 
interest in their work, and those being slow of compre* intent and content of the piece. Clavier or the pianoforte, and to these we particularly 
hension. Often it is judicious to take the parents into confidence, desire to call the attention of all students and teachers 
One ehonld never think slightingly of . pnpil until „ ,heJr can sometime, explain trnite of character that 
BY T. M. AUSTIN. 
seating n o ml physical dll t ulties, 10 3 taking lit tl 
i t r st i  t ir r ,  t s  ei sl  f c re¬ 
i . 
e s ul e er t i sli ti l f a u il til 
thoroughly acquainted with him, as often the brightest are a downright puzzle to you; at least get them inter- 
stone is among the roughest until polished. 
The first thing in all of these cases is to gain the con¬ 
fidence of the pupil and get him to feel that_y_ou are truly 
interested in him, that you have a personal desire for his 
advancement, and that you are not simply putting in 
the time for the pecuniary benefit to yourself. Without 
sympathy and the fullest respect of a pupil of this kind, 
it irialmosTTmpossible to do good work. 
Among pupils of the first class there may be many 
grades and varieties, and often cases that are utterly 
hopeless; when these last are met with, it is but a kind¬ 
ness to inform parent and pupil of the case as it stands, 
and advise that further study be discontinued. But there 
are many defects that by patient work and careful guid¬ 
ance may be overcome. Among these are such as. weak 
and stiff hands, an indexible wrist, poor time, etc. In 
all such cases patience must be the watchword of the 
teacher, and its full sister, kindness, must ever be kept 
in Bight. Explain fully and carefully to the pupil the 
defect, and then give your remedy. Let the pupil be his 
own teacher; instill into him so thoroughly your plan for 
cure that it becomes his own, and unconsciously, day by 
day, the end aimed at will be reached. Don’t be in a 
hurry in such cases; a stiff wrist was not made so in 
a day, neither will it be cured except through time. 
Remember that you are dealing with flesh and blood, and 
not inanimate substance. Above all, don’t be forever 
finding fault, but give all encouragement that may be 
just. 
The timid pupil may well be classified here, for what 
is timidity but a physical defect. Almost all that has 
been said before will apply also to this ease. Try to 
become thoroughly acquainted with such- a pupil, both 
in and out of the class; encourage, to a certain extent, 
a freedom between you; make such a pupil feel that you 
are truly his friend and would by no means allow your¬ 
self to laugh at or make fun of his weakness. • After the 
pupil begins to play somewhat freely before you, intro¬ 
duce other pupils to the class, but permit no jesting, 
even if a failure to perform be the result at first. Such 
pupils generally pay for the extra trouble, as this very 
timidity is often an indication of a refined and delicate 
nature. 
The second class is one that I have hd doubt causes 
the teacher more thought and worry than either of the 
others, as we have supposed that both of them took an 
interest fn Ihemselves, for very often the best talent is 
found here. 
The thing to be done in this case is to try to awaken 
ested in the work, and have them do all they can to 
assist with practice, etc. , at home. Perhaps the practice 
Mr. Virgil has recently published the first- volume of 
Foundation Exercises to be used-either on the Practice 
l i t i t , t t ti l l  
 
of music. The work, unpretentious as it. is, is emi¬ 
nently adapted for elemeptary instruction, and teachers, 
aye, and artists, too, would be astonished to find such 
exhaustive analyzations of every variety of touch, and a 
plain exposition of the speediest, surest and most com- 
V fl J.hU L/I.IIVUUOI UVV1 • U>V UVUJV* * WII.UUUD bUU L/A wwvlVv » , ••••:• « . . 1 1 V ■ 
. . , . •, v ... . . j i plete manner ot bringing the fingers under mental con- 
is interrupted by others coming in, so that the mind froi, 0r, rather, not to put the dirt-before the horse, of 
cannot work well, or if in the case of a boy, his com- training the mind so as to enable it to direct absolutely 
panions make fun of him for being a “ sissy,’’as boys 1 all finger, hand and wrist movements. Mr. Virgil, who 
who play the piano are often called. The parent is may be well called an exp®t, deserves the gratitude of. 
f. , . „ , ■ . .i , , . , the piano-playing world for his lucid statement of the 
essential in all such cases to give, the pupil to understand problem anrd b«%erv valuable studies to effect desired 
that they are in full sympathy with him and desire that results, not to mention the fact of the boon he confers 
he shall progress. Occasionally^ a prize offered by either :°p the long-abused public who have been victims of 
teacher or parent will stimulate to better work. :pmrticB* . ... , ' . , 
„ _ . , . A ; I hese foundation exercises may, with perfect propriety, 
Ihe -class system is son times a wonderful help to be ased on the piano; in fact, they ark piano exercises, 
such a pupil, as the placing of several together creates and here I would like to emphasize the point, that unlike 
a rivalry, and the lesson is learned Bimply to keep np with some technical contrivances, Mr. Virgil never departs 
some one else, and this grows until it is learned for itself. fro“ .the keyboard .idea or the various technical forms 
. ’ , - . ° ,, . •■■■.. , used in playing the instrument. The Practice Clavier is 
Place music and music matters incidentally in 1 e way similar to the microscope in the science of optics, it 
of snch ones, bat never seem to thrust, it upon them. divideB and subdivides touch into its various component 
And after one of these uninterested ones begins to parts, and surely a teacher, one who aims at an exhaust- 
develop, and the talent that was hidden by snch a lv® of his subject, should not neglect its min- 
, Fl 7 , / , utest details. One of the greatest teachers and pianists 
seeming small thing begins to broaden and expand, of all times, Carl Tausig, dug and delved into the mys- 
bringing forth ripe fruit, you will feel amply repaid for teries of technic, and the result was his legacy to the 
the extra thought and care expended. artistic world of liis magnificent volume of daily studies. 
“ • f , • U - k- **. Rafael Joseffy, one of Tausig’s favorite pupils and a 
The last class is, perhaps, more exasperating than ■ at pianif}t h&Belf> wa8 parficuiariy struck with the 
either of the others, as one may explain in his simplest fact that study on the Practice Clavier tended toward, 
and most lucid manner, and find an utter non-compre- perfection on the piano keyboard. That on- it could be- 
hension of the subject. The only thing to be done is to 1®aTn«d a11 the delicacies oft touch, as well as the most 
.. . i- . i ... , T difficult finger gymnastics. Ao piano method so care- 
go over it again. Be patient. Perhaps you think I fully p^ge^ t|Je why8 and wherefores of touch and 
have-used this word a great many times, but if any one technic as do these exercises, and a glance at the clever 
word covers this whole subject, patience does it more cuts will show even a novice something they would be 
fully than any other. a longtime in acquiring by old means. • - \ • 
,7 ...... . m By the ingenious use ot the up and down clicks a most 
Be very systematic with such a pupil. Try to gam perfect legato or staccato may he soon established and a 
only one point at a time, and separate that one well from solid hand position is secured if Mr. Virgil’s directions 
everything else.' Advise thorough work at school-and- are followed. These various touches are most Bensi- 
the readmg of good books, stimulating the mind to t™}? &rmtd’ a?d tbe brain b?”?S .a8ed a 
. , * beginner not only becomes rapidly interested, but also 
quicker action. gains a mental control and repose that all the 
It . 1. .1 - i_ n_ft. n. _' ;_ Let the pupil read easy music at sight, not stopping banging by the hour of Czemey, Kohler & Co. can never 
h kl + Va ~ -Cn-m mVA ‘  . for blunders. Try to make the mind work rapidly, for 
only as the mind grows can advancement be made. 
Comparison with other pupils is rarely good for such 
a one, especially if with brighter ones, as it is apt to 
discourage. 
„ In regard to all of these classes, a teacher mast not 
be expected to develop genius where there is none, but 
honest work and proper methods will sometimes reveal 
a latent talent where it has been least expected. 
ME. VIEGIL’S POUUDATIOU EXEBOISES. 
Probably no man has more thoroughly studied' the 
technical problems of the piano keyboard than Mr. A. 
an interest. Study the pupil carefully for the cause-of E- Virgil. What Delsarte, the great French student of 
give. 
The exercise for the non legato or portammi >ncl 
is most ingenious and satisfactory. The hand .st. 
now snch an important factor in modern piano playing, 
is also exhaustively treated, and by the many gr. ings 
of touch weights on the Practice Clavier, all d»«ger of 
cramping or over-fatiguing the hand is avoided. One 
may have from 2 to 20 ounces of weight in touch on the 
Clavier, and as a test for pianists, Mr. Virgil bss written 
some endurance studies which are capital. The sectioes 
in the volume devoted to ear-training, time exercises 
and Bight reading are alljyaluable and all 1».testimony 
to Mr. Virgil’s extraordinary ability in placing before the 
stndent the clearest idea of tbe subjects and the speediest 
methods for vanquishing their respective difficulties; 
These Foundation Exercises should he studied to be 
appreciatedr They are, indeed, “ multurn in parvo.” 
J. G. Hunekkr. 
the lack of interest-, try to"learn his habits and dispo¬ 
sition^ Perhaps your pupil does not like what he calls doing with his deep researches in the philosophy of Character is the internal life of a piece, esgenftered by 
“classical music;” if that is so, yield a point, find out touch, the composer; sentiment is the asternal impression, given. 
what he doeB like, give him that, and, taking that for The Practice Clavier as it stands to-day is a triumph to the work by the interpreter. Chartictei sanintr. 
your Btarting-point, make your growth ever upward ove!l that most puzzling and ever-difficnlt question that positive part of a composition; sentiment an extrinsic, 
. . Z ll • , , ,, . confronts the earnest student of music at the outset of personal matter only. 
trying your best to give what the pupil wants as near as career—i. technic. Character is innate, Bteady, precise ; and inasmncli-as < 
you can consistent with good teaching. i Fifteen years of experience in a conservatory of mnsic it is wholly expressed by the rhythm, more particularly-^ 
Perhaps the pupil lays the lack of interest to those brought Mr. Virgil face to face with this Btambling-bloek by the time ana tempo, the rendering of a p.Ace can only 
“ everlasting studies,” and wants a tune. Studies are Sia“° students. and he found, after a profound be true to the character, if the time and tempo are 
., , . c ,, . . , . , study of the question, that the technical systems m use, generally upheld. Sentiment, on the otber and, is ex- 
esse lal, but for the sake of gaining him give them np instead of being an aid, are in reality a hindrance to traneous, unsteady, varied; and, thongh it may be appro- 
for awhile, and after & true interest is aroused the pupil rapid progress. But a few years since it dawned on onr priate and true, yet it is frequentlyinappropriate and false, 
will often go back to them of his own accord. And, first pedagogues that it was by no means necessary to wade It is, therefore* necessary to keep tne Bentiment under 
of all, to pupils of this class give tuneful mnsic. One SrouSh volume after volume of technical studies; that control, and to always 
k j . . . i / j . , the numerous tiresome repetitions therein contained sentiment should never be allowed to assume prominence 
aoes not need to give trash to do this. There is plenty were wearisome to a degree and: brutalizing to one’s pyer> orbe detrimental to, thecharPcter of a composition.' 
of good music that is beautiful, even tuneful to an nncul- finer musical sensibilities; that nnmerouB students of the —Christiani. 
expression, has done for ns in analyzing the subtle and 
ever-varying shades of hnman emotion,' Mr. Virgil is 
i it is ee r s r s i t il s f 
n . 
PUT YOUR HEART IN YOUR MUSIC). claiming too much, and there are sometimes others who the major scales, and transpose his fire-finger exercises 
_____ . lose by claiming too little. This is true of the great into a different key every day, he will get through all the 
by s. k. ayreb. question concerning the value of music and the study of keys in two weeks. By keeping up this practice, and 
- music. Too much is claimed for music on the intel- adding gradually the’minor scales and the formation ot 
It is the (< scientific spirit” that spoils almost every lectual side and too little on the spiritual Bide. Indeed, triads, which can be done in four to eight weeks more, 
attempt at musical performance. It is the spirit of the many seem to be afraid to stand up for the dignity of we give him the means of becoming familiar with the 
age; it is “in the air,” and few can escape its deadly spirituality in these days. If an art does not conform to clavier and all the keys, to learn to understand the sig- 
influence. We are accustomed to call this the scientific the inflexible laws of science, we are too timid to say natures and relations. Thus we can carry the pupil 
age. We say it is the century of progress. But one anything in its defence. We truckle to those who are gradually through all the different forms of arpeggio and 
thing we do not always remember—that progress in one nothing if not “intellectual,” and who exalt one faculty broken-chord practice, with all metrical and rythmical 
direction may mean retrogression in another. If we of the mind while they abuse every other. Imagination combinations ordinarily needed. As he has to farm 
grow more “ scientific,” we are in danger of becoming is below par. An imaginative speaker would be called everything himself at the clavier, and has constantly to 
less spiritual. If we permit our minds to become com- effeminate to-day. People would ridicule a Patrick go back to familiar forms in order to b\rild new ones, the 
pletely absorbed with material things and their- relations Henry or a Henry Clay to-day. These names are revered rudiments are so thoroughly impressed upon his mind, 
to each'other, spiritual things can no longer hold their because of the reputation they had in their own day; but that they are not easily forgotten. The influence which 
own in our minds. Science and art are not inconsistent it is safe to say that another Henry Clay is not possible such practice has upon the development of the ear and 
with one another; there is no lack of harmony, and the to-day. His flights of imagination would be the object memory cannot be overestimated. The Btudy of theory 
>: Ei r as 
relation is not a fanciful one. And there are many pro- of ridicule everywhere, and his power over the human without a thorough practical knowledge of the material 
found scientists who are not lacking in spiritual power, heart would be small indeed. Poor is the orator of to- used for it, is of no avail, as the ground is constantly 
and some distinguished artists who are Bomewhat scien- day who is not able to be uninteresting. No sympathy slipping from under the pupil’s feet, producing only con- 
tific in their tastes. But it is only because of the limita- will his hearers accord him unless his statements are as fusion and embarrassment. Cabl E. Cramer. 
tion of each individual man’^horizon that the cultivation bare and dull and dry as the absence of all rhetoric and ' 
of one side of his nature appears, in most cases, to be the atrophy of all sentiment and the heathenish ihsensi- 
fraught with fatal results to the other side. . So, in most bility to all emotion can render them. No wonder the ExuL TMaTch, 1889, under the heading 
cases, the scientific specialist must be abandoned to the days of oratory have pas away. For ;iiis intolerable u Questions and Answers,” number 4, is the following 
contemplation of material things, and no one should look conceit, this desire to appear in sympathy with the question: “How should the sextuplet be played? Is 
to him for wisdom outside of his sphere. On the other “age” (ye nineteenth century, ha! ha!), will utterly she accent the same as in triplets ? If so, is the. sextuplet 
hand, the artist must speak with authority in matters of destroy all spirituality, and carry with it all art and every aD8Wer may ^ Been *n tbe number 
art, and outside of his domain too much should not be expression of the beautiful, unless a Healthful reaction My experience about this question is, all measures can 
expected of him. shall soon be upon us. be reduced to two classes ; one whose counts are divided 




(whether true or not) often told concerning one of the dative souls, as John Buskin, there might be some 
y experience about this question is, all easures can 
ti
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class whose counts are divided into three parts, like f, £, 
|, V; the former I call double combination, and the latter 
old masters (some say it was Haydn). He had a distin- encouragement. The only tenable position is this -that colnbination. We must note that the f- partakes 
guished pupil in harmony, some nobleman of rare scien- the imagination and the sensibilities are as worthy of of the two classes; it belongs to the first in slow move- 
tific cult, who, of course, was greatly superior to the cultivation and as noble in their uses as the intellect ments, since it has three counts with an eighth note as a 
musician in intellectual acumen and mental training, itself. Indeed, that man is not worthy of art who is not unit_°f coimt (I call unit of count; that; figure which is 
' .. . . _ , . . , . worth one count) or two sixteenths, the count being 
This scholarly gentleman undertook to dispute with the willing to endure the insults of all scientists rather than divided int0 two parts, and it belongs to the second,.in 
master one day concerning the propriety of a certain yield to the prevailing intellectual craze. The true artist quick movements, in which each note is considered as 
musical progression, and, reducing the whole matter to must stand up for the dignity of emotion. For when the one count, and ean be divided into three parts, 
scientific investigation, the nobleman had the decided sensibilities are universally despised, when all emotion These are about al the measures -used in modern 
advantage. But the old musician could not yield his is relegated to the sphere ot ignorance and imbecility, meaKareB that are found in ancient music, 
point, even if the arbitrary rules of science were against farewell to all poetry and sculpture and painting, and Doubt arises only_in measures of the first class or 
him, and so he burst forth with the bold assertion that music will be, of all absurd things, the most absurd. . double combination ; in those measures that have one 
the passage in dispute was “ right because it was beauli- The writer observes the length of this article with ^Th^iffiltifty ^ wd^ed’to^rfollowing™68!?^his 
ful.” pain. There is so much to say, and he Isas Buch burning measure is divided into three parts, then the sextuplet 
This, after all, is the ultimatum of art criticism. No one desire to say it. He is determined, however, to place stands instead of two triplets ; it must be accented every 
would hesitate to choose the musical composition, which himself among those who take the unpopular view of art other note, but if the contrary happen, that is, if two- 
by the artist is pronounced beautiful, in preference to matters. He cares not to hear the orator, be he. poli- ^accen^e^as^a^double triolet' 4 en * 6 sextuP^et mu8*1 
the one which the most scientific scholar has pronounced tician or preacher, in whose soul there is not gptne fire, j>or instance the S. Thalberg’s Somnamhula, Op 46 
“correct.” The world is going to take Beethoven every in whose heart there is not some love, in whose voice B. Schatt’s of Mayence edition, page 8, measures 
time before Albrechtsberger, all the rules of “art” (?) there is not some tenderness, in whose language there is until the 27; there are sextuplets in the left hand tha 
to the contrary notwithstanding. _ not some whisper of spirituality. The faintest whisper ^em^asmeTsI aSd belongs1 to 
But the important question is: ill it long continue to of beautiful emotion belittles the grandest achievement do not prevail. In page 5, measures 9 and 10 are als 
take either? Since Albrechtsberger is more correct than of unaided intellect. Wretched is the musician who sextuplets ; that must be accented as double triplets 
Beethoven, the inquiry will be: “ Why choose Beethoven cannot listen to music without thinking of muscles and the same reason. xf, . , 
on sentimental grounds? And since Albrechtsberger, physiological laws, or the rules of harmony and counter- a J&undi.Ta mlLuV?fSirco^L*l "SdfiSt 
with all his correctness, is not beautiful, why choose any- point and the canons of composition. Ah ! music was be piayed as a true sextuplet, that js, putting t a accent 
body? It is all resolved into a matter of sentiment, after not bom to magnify the theories of men. If it brings oneveiynote. The fourth Nocturne of Gbopinis written 
all. And no one can endure the thought of being gov- not a message of infinitely greater value than any poor in £ measure that belongs to the first cl. 'S, and in all of- 
emed by sentiment in this progressive age. We have practical demonstration of the triumph of reason, there JexIepTonl andIntlfe slcond movem^rto?”** 
discovered that we are rational beings, and everything are some of us who are greatly deceived. Thus the fUOCOi are sextuplets of sixteenth notes - ,,Bt be 
must hereafter be submitted to the tribunal of reason, to question in every case for the musical critic to ask is not played as true sextuplets, because in the preceding and 
stand or fall as reason shall dictate.” Thus men are whether or not a given work is reasonable, but, invari- succeeding movements the triplets of eighth notes prevails 
inclined to argue, and there is but one answer to that ably, “Is it beautiful?” If iUs beautiful, it is right, ^fneve^Sa^ase in which this rule did not apply, 
argument. It is not the answer that some musicians try and desirable, and music. I believe it is better to give, the pupil a ruletKat"will 
to make—i. e., that “music itself appeals to the intellect, _._ hold in most cases, than to tell him, as most of teachers 
that it is the most rational of all exercises, and that it do, “ the character of music and experience will teach 
calls into play the highest faculties of the soul in a £For Thb Etude^ S^tsT’ ^ the 8extupl|^fro^RtihE^double 
manner unsurpassed by any object of contemplation; THE USEFULNESS OF TRANSPOSITION OF n? 6 8‘ Saltillo, Mexico- 
that it renders men more trustworthy in matters of DAILY EXERCISES, - ———- 
jndgment; that it strengthens the intetlpctnal and moral — - ’ ., Schabert n like . gardener W. ler, trill. tHe 





l  , v , e n garden beml i K
. y p luxuria  growth springing up arou l . as a
things for music, and the scientist laughs them to scorn, poses, we might abolish them and employ hand gymnas- his ideas arose they were poured forth on paper. He was 
Of course, he will admit that music makes soine appeal tics or a teehnicon, for through these means the hand rlGh for himself, his • fancy outgrew his'powers of 
to the intellect; so does everything. The game of chess can be developed, if not in a shorter space of time, cer- life and 
makes an appeal to the judgment, but this does not tainly with less loss of time daily, than by keyboard beauty. Schubert will shower a dozen upon you and 
render it one of the highest intellectual pursuits of men. practice. We need, however, some method to make a hardly stop to elaborate one. His music is more the work 
It is equally absurd to claim that the study of music is pupil practically familiar with the keyboard keys and of a gifted! dreamer, of one carried along irresistibly by 
to be compared to the study of Greek, for example, or harmony, and this can bq accomplished best by transpo- ^VnTwwked ttihiitifea^ntif jt^^^sioh was with- 
philosophy or mathematics, as an intellectual exercise, sition of daily exercises. If we. progress a pupil in four ont a flaw. His thought possesses Schubert—Beethoven 
In every' great question there are those who lose by weeks’ work so far that he can form the chromatic and all labors till he has possessed his^^ thought.—Saweis. 
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EXAMINATION FOR ASSOCIATESHIP. 
1889, P . . ' 
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GENERAL MUSICAL THEORY. 
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION. ' 
The Demonstrative Examination for Candidates 
entering for musical theory alone, consisted in the 
pr sentath a ‘ an < rig: nal c npodtion. 
: Noth.—In future. Candidates who enter for musical theory alone, 
will be obliged to proceed at once to the Fellowship Examination, as 
the Associate Examination in thr Special Theory Department has 
been abolished.- (See Prospectus pages 8 and 9.) . _ 
THEORETIC EX AMINATION. 
^ . 
The Theoretic Examination consisted in a written 
examination in the following branches:— 
HARMONY. 
According to what method or methods do you wish 
your work judged? • 
1 (a) Write intervals of every kind below B flat. 
(b) Write all consonant intervals above and below F 
sharp. 
2. (ay What forms of the Minor Scale are in use? Write 
examples of each. 
(b) Write and resolve several diminished Triads. 
(c) What other forms of the Trim! do you know? 
Write examples of each, 
7 
Examination for Associateship 
11. Work out the following Bass in four parts, and add 
- ■ Roman numerals. 
- 6-4 5 - 
3 Bi 6 6 . # 6 9 8 _ 4 # 7 
h6 
6 5 4 5 - A 6 6 87 
7 4 .3 4 $ 6 2 65985 tt- 
Li__Q._*nTL_1__i___11_ 
COUNTERPOINT. 
According to whose treatise on Counterpoint do you 
wish your work judged? 
1. (a) What melodic intervals may be employed in Coun¬ 
terpoint? (i. e. What may be the leading of 
the individual voice parts?)" 
(b) What intervals are not suitable for melodic purposes, 
and why are they so regarded? 
2. How does the order, two against one, differ from syn¬ 
copation? 
3. Define: “Cantus Firmus,” “Tritonus,” “Counter¬ 
point,” “Interval.” 
4. Name some composersjwho are known as fine Gontra- 
. _ puntisfca, ’ • 
5. Hot ie~s$cond, Jburth,\ seventh, and ninth em¬ 
ployed in two-part < terpoint? 
Examination for Asmcicdeship, 
■ .... -;-1 * 1 : -7——■——— 
MUSICAL FORM. 
1. Designate by name, each of the following forms 
fragments thereof:— 
2. Define Hondo and describe a Hondo of the first form, t 
3- Carry out the following motive, either rhythmically f 
or as a melody, at your option, so that it shall form 
a period: , mark subdivisions with brackets and?! 
designations. - ‘i 
f.J. J | J- J'J | J J J I J . J |:| 
4. Give the time signature and Two measures of the 
following rhythms. 
a. Polka, b. Mazurka, c. March. 
5. Describe the two-part (binary) form; three-part 
(ternary) form. 
6. What is an Andante, a Scherzo, a Sonatina? 
7. What purpose is served by an Organ-point on the 
Dominant? (L e. what is the emotional effect?) 
8 American College of Musicians. 
3. (a) Construct a seventh chord on each degree of the E 
flat major scale and resolve.. 
(b) Construct a seventh chord on seventh degree of the 
A flat minor scale, and resolve it in two ways. 
4. Construct a Dominant ninth chord on D, and resolve. 
5. Write upon E flat a chord of the augmented sixth; 
of the third, fourth and augmented sixth, and 
of the third, fifth, and augmented sixth. Re¬ 
solve each. 
6. (a) What is the difference between Syncopation and 
Suspension ? Illustrate your answer by examples, 
(b) Explain and illustrate Preparation. Why is it 
desirable? 
7., Give general rules regarding the construction of an 
Organ Point (Pedaljpoint.) 
8. When you see any of the following figures over a bass 
note, what others do yon know to be implied? 
(In other words, write the full figuring of which 
each of the folio wing is an abbreviation.) 
4: 6: 4. 5.. 4. 2' 2* 3- 
5, 6. 7. 9. 
4" 4* 4‘ 4’ 
9. Write a'modulation-from C minor to A major, and 
hack; employing as a bridge chord, if you can, a 
diminished seventh chord in the outgoing modula¬ 
tion, and an augmented sixth chord in the return. 
10. Harmonize the following Choral melody for fotqr 
voices. 
10 American College of Musicians. 
6. Point out the faults in the following, 
To the following Cantus Firmus add: 
(a) An Alto in two notes, 
(b) A Tenor in equal notes. 
Transpose to Alto and add:— 
(c) A florid Soprano, 
(d) ArBass in Syncopation. 
8. Write a short Cantus Firmus, and to it add: 
(a) A part above in Syncopation, 
(b) A part below in four notes. 
12.— American College of Musicians. 
8. Analyze the accompanying Sonata movement, indicat¬ 
ing/by means of terms, brackets, figures, (“ metiic^gi 
cipher,”) etc,:— 
(a) Principal and subordinate themes, both in exjwS|i 
tion and development. 
(b) Connective or transitional passages. ? 
(c) Organ point. _ . ', 
(d) Keys passed through in the development. y$ 
(e) Subdivisions of theme, motival structure, and such l 
other minor points as would indicate a thorough 
understanding of the example submitted. 
ACOUSTICS. 
1. Describe the mechanical phenomena of a musical tone; 
(i. e. how produced and how perceived.) 
2. In a string sounding as the fundamen- 
tal, what would be the exact pitch (expressed bil-j| 
the staff) of the harmonics produced by the divi-| 
dons of the string indicated byUhe- follo\rihgi:; 
example? ’ v® 
3. Say what you know about French Pit 
4. If this pitch results from 64 vibrationa l 
I V' 
per second, how many vibrations will yield this? 
p1 
6. What is to be understood by Resonance? Give 
illnahnEinti. 





'What is the most ancient made of which we have 
any knowledge? 
nat are the Gregorian tones, and what was their 
origin? -- 
3. Who was Palestrina, and what some of his greatest 
achievements? 
Name some of the greatest early English composers. 
5. About when did the German School of Music originate 
and with what movement ? 
6. What do you know of the origin of the Opera ; of the 
Oratorio? 
7. Who was the greatest German composer between 1675 
and 1770 ? ■ Mention some of his predecessors. 
3. Name some of the greatest who followed him.. 
8. Enumerate some of the composers of fee Bomantic 
School, and some of their works. 
10. Name some of the most celebrated Italian composers 
of modem times: mention, some of their works. 
TERMINOLOGY. 
Items 1 to 15 in this paper, while demanding some 
knowledge for their correct solution, are intended pri¬ 
marily to call out the ability of the candidate to give 
d finitii is r th standpoint if at ichei 1< refore let 
the answers be correct, concise, and comprehensive. 
1. Define Melody, 
3 Can n,' \ '■ 
3. Plagal Cadence, . 





Thel Jemonstrat i ve Exam ination con sis ted of it exer¬ 
cises ia touch, technique, reading at sight transposition, 
anil the performance of selections, at the discretion of the 
examiners, from the list of works given in the Prospectus 
for Aasociateship Examination (see Prospectus Page 12), 
supple; n nt< i ! te hi in bj th candi- 
dates. 
SPECIAL THEORETIC EXAMINATION. 
1. Describe or diagram the proper position (‘‘ready to 
play”) for a beginner at the piano-forte with regard 
' to the following particulars:— ,■ ■■ ' - 
(a) General position of the body, including relation to 
the key-bord and height of stool. 
(b) Position of the fingers (2, 3, 4, 5). 
(c) Position of the thumb (1). 
(d) Position from the second joints of the fingers to 
the wrist 
(e) Position from the metacarpal ^knuckle) joints to 
the elbow. 
(f) Position from the elbow to the shoulder. 
2. Define the plain Legato Touch, and give a general idea 
of the position, action, and condition which each 
of the above members, from the finger tips to the 
shoulder, should assume in this touch. 
3. Define and describe the Clinging Touch, and mention 
to what class of passages it is best adapted. 
9. Specify any differences in touch which you would 
employ in the following examples. 
In writing your answers carefully consider the 
dynamics, and tempi. 
(a) Allegro con spirito. 
(b) Andante con moto. (c) Adagio. 
14 American College of Musicians. 
7. Tempo, 
8. Interval, 







16. Indicate the metrical accents in the following kinds 
of measure:— 
JJJ/|f JEJElt aJDJS 
17. Sbow how and why the augmented triad is an ambig¬ 
uous chord-formation. 
. 18. Mention the Italian words (with approximate pro¬ 
nunciation and metronome speed,) indicating three 
Tempi slower than Moderate. 
19. Indicate the appoggiatura and aceiaccatnra it this 
.example 
20. Above the staff in the following example, indicate all 
the metric accents: below the staff indicate all the 
fe v' • rhythmic accents. 
I. Metric. 
II. Hhythmie. 
16 American College of Musicians. 
4. Minutely describe the performance in the 
(a) Finger Staccato. 
(b) Wrist Staccato. 
(c) Wrist Pressure. 
(d) Elastic Touch. 
- (e) Simple Arm Action. 
(f) Combined Wrist and Arm Action. 
5. Suggest some exercises suitable to the correction of the 
prevalent Staccato habit. 
6. (a) Describe or diagram the proper position and use of 
the hand for octave playing. 
(b) Mention a common fault in the position of the hand 
in playing octaves. 
(c) Suggest suitable exercises for the correction of the 
habitually “stiff wrist” while playing octaves. 
7. Briefly describe the Pedals and how they should be 
used to secure the best effects. 
8. State what discrimination, if any, you would make in 
the legato touch to he employed for the artistic ex¬ 
pression of the following examples, and the reasons 
for your conclusions. Supply pedal signs. 
Andante. Chopin. 
18 American College of Musicians. 
10. Give your ideas as to the best general method of lay¬ 
ing the foundations of artistic piano forte playing. 
Make special reference to the kind of exercises, 
studies, and pieces, and the methods of studying 
and practice which, on general principles, willcon- 
tribute most speedily to B.uch a result. 
11. Give a list of. the compositions by Bach, Clementi, 
Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin, Schumann, Xiszt, and 
any other composer of ability, past or present, which 
you have studied. Mention the Opus number and 
Key of six important Beethoven Sonatas. 
12. Briefly describe the Spinet, and say what you know 
of its history. . > 
13. Supply the Fingering, Phrasing, Dynamic signs, aim 
use of Pedals in the accompanying selection. 
ORGAN. 
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION. 
The Demonstrative Examination consisted in the per- 
^ formance of selections in Sonata Form, Polyphonic Style, 
and Free Style, from the list of works given in the 
Prospectus for Aasociateship Examination (See Pros¬ 
pectus,) supplemented by original lists handed in by the 
candidates; in addition to which there were .various tests 
in reading Organ-Score, Vocal-Score (with F, G, and C 
clefs;) the playing of Hymns and Chants, Transposition 
of the same, and playing in Four-part Harmony, from a. 
Figured Bass. 
SPECIAL THEORETIC EXAMINATION. 
1. What is understood by the terms “ Foundation ” and 
“Mutation” as applied to Organ stops? ( 
2. What is a Harmonic stop? 
' 
t, m >Mm $ i i V 1 * wfisfi $ m 
. ?Ms .r_,.wm.r, J 
wsmmimmm gjyfelc ■§ gji 
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3. Describe the tone, shape of pipe&c., of the following 
stops :— Dnldana, Double Flute, Hautbois and 
Clarinette. 
4. mat is the difference between a “striking” and a 
“free” reed? «- 
5, Hama the stops necessary to cover the Twelfth and 
Fifteenth ? 
6. What is a Quint stop ? 
7. .How many different pitches— “ foot” tone— are to 
be found in large organs ? Name them. 
8. Write in notes the actual pitches heard, if a Flute 
(8 ft.,) a Quint, and a Fifteenth were drawn and 
these two notes struck 
9. Would the- above be a desirable atop combination, 
and give reasons ? 
10* How many different tone classes or qualities are to 
be found in a large Organ? Give names in each 
class. 
11. What is the length of the lowest pipe, Manual C of 
the Twelfth; of the Stopped Diapason? 
12. Give approximate date of the earliest account of the 
Organ, 
13. (a) Is piano practice advantageous and advisable for 
£he Organist, and in what regard ? 
(b)Why is the Pedal piano to be preferred to the 
organ for the acquirement of technique? 
Examination for Associateship. 
14: Define legato and staccato touch. Are they identi¬ 
cal on Organ and Piano ? 
15. State your impressions as to the characteristics of the 
modem German, French, and English schools of 
Organ music. 
16. Name several eminent German and English com¬ 
posers of Church music of the last century. 
17. Name several writers for the Organ of the present 
century, eminent also as Organists. 
18. Name several Italian and Netherland composers of 
the 16th century. 
19. What pieces of Bach and Handel have you played ? 
20. In general, how should you * suggest registrating 
fugal movements of the older masters ? 
21. fa) What is an Anthem? 
_(h) What is an Introifc ? 
22.,Give riiythmical form in bars:— Of .a long .metre 
tune ; of a short metre tune; of a common metre 
tune; of an 8’s and 7’s metre tune. 
23. Give rhythmical form of an Anglican Chant. 
24. Write out the following tune, (Sullivan’s “ Onward, 
Christian soldiers,”) as yon would play it on the 
Organ, with Pedal-three staves. 
VIOLIN. 
The Demonstrative Examination consisted of the 
performance of a series of Test Fxercises based on thp 
Major and Minor Scales, to be played through three 
octaves^Arpeggioa derived from Major and Minor Triads, 
to be played through three octaves, of a selection from 
the studies of Kreutzer and Fiorillo, and of a selection 
from the list of works given in the Prospectus, page 32, 
supplemented by original lists handed in by the candi¬ 
dates. * . 
dmet icon CoU tgi o. • Mumdut * 
SPECIAL THEORETIC EXAMINATION1. 
Give a written analysis of the Musical form of the 
accompanying composition, and supply all marks of ex¬ 
pression, and execution (Dynamics, Phrasing, Fingering, 
and Bowing,) which would be necessary to indicate an 
artistic a ,d correct technical performsm© of it 
EXAMINATION FOR FELLOWSHIP. 
OEOTBAL MUSICAL THEORY. 
This Examination consisted in the presentation of a 
written Thesis on some topic relating to the theory or 
practice of Music, and of a composition requiring not less 
than eight minutes for its performance (see Prospectus, 
page 37,) in addition to a written Examination in the 
following branches, 
HARMONY. 
By what work or works on Harmony do yon wish your 
exercises judged ? 
1. Give an example of good, and one of bad covered 
octaves? 
2. (a) How do the intervals of the ninth and second 
differ? (as employed in chords.) 
(b) Why . are consecutive unisons,, fourths, fifths, and 
octaves generally prohibited? Can you state how 
they may be properly used ? 
3. (a) In what two ways may the entrance of the Domi¬ 
nant seventh chord he prepared ? 
, (b) Define and illustrate “Sequence,” “False (cross) 
relation.” 
Examination for Fellowship. 
4. What is the Aesthetic value of Suspension? 
5. (a) Write a ninth chord that will resolve to the tonic 
triad of E flat major. 
(b) How are ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth chords 
abbreviated for purposes of four-part writing? 
(i. e. what intervals may he omitted?) 
6. (a) What is “Anticipation?” Write a short example, 
(b) Illustrate Preparation, Suspension, and Resolution 
by employing each of the following over a Bass- 
note of your own choosing. 
7 9 9 5 
4 : 4 : 7 : 4 
4 
7. To what Key may each of the following chords be¬ 
long? (Supply Key-letters, Arabic, and Roman' 
numerals.) ? 
8. What chords are especially valuable as a means to 
Modulation? 
(a) Modulate from C minor to A major and return 
to C minor. 
(b) Modulate from C minor to F sharp mqjor. 
(c) Modulate from E flat major to B minor. 
9. The candidate shall arrange the following melody in 
D mqjor, in one of the ways here indicated. 
(Not more than one need be selected.) 
43 
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(a) As a String Quartette. 
(b) Add to the melody a Pianoforte accompaniment, : 
(c) Add three other parts, making the whole Florid 
Harmony in four parts. 
/T\ * ■ 
10. Harmonize the following Choral Melody for four ; i 
voices. 
Examination for Fellowship. 
11. Write a short Bass and harmonize it, illustrate use 
of:— 
(a) Triads of the Major Scale and their invere i 
(b) “ “ “ Minor “ “ “ , “ \ 
(c) dominant seventh chord, and ite in ersions. 
(d) Secondary (collateral) seventh c <ds and teeir 
inversions. 
(e) Chromatically altered chords, 
(f) Suspensions. N 
This question requires that the Can' 





By what works on Counterpoint do you wish your ^ 
work judged? 
1. Write an example of Fi« la C( mterpoin rote 
against note, not ruorejhan eigh ^measure* long._- 
Invent your Cantus Firmus. 
2. To the following Cantus Firmus write in four parts, I 
adding a Florid Sdprxino, a Bass in two n.it a 
Tenor in equal notsa 
fOE: 
r®—rfS'-r 
3. Construct the following Subjee to the length. of eight £ 
measures, and add to the whole a convertible J 
(double) Counterpoint in the Octave. - - - 
4. (a) Enumerate some of the devices of Imitation. 
(b)Define “Imitation,” “Canon.” -. 
(o) How is Triple Counterpoint constructed ? 
: ^Lk.lt tlx,A, tL*.?.. * i ’r'. ,> ,< j 
American College of Musicians. 
& With the following subject write the Exposition of a 
: four-voiced Fuge. 
1. Explain what is'meant by the following sketch:— 
I t I | I II j H i H j I I  j- 
: 2. Extend these introductory notes into a period composed 
of tetrameters 
3 Wha form of Rondo is illustrated by £*;, following 
sketchMention, if possible, an illustn tion of 
this form. " 
Principal Theme: 
Second Theme (Episode): 
• Principal Theme : 
Third Theme (Episode): 
- , Principal Theme: 
Second Theme (Episode): 
\ Coda. ' ' 
‘4. "What is the aesthetic value of a Stretto ? 
r Outline the usual form, Key-relationship, and character 
of . a . Scherzo. 
6. Briefly describe a Choral Fuge, a Piano Quartette, a 
Concerto. 
Examination for Fellowship. 
7. Bracket and number each motive in the following 
excerpt, numbering duplicate motives the same as 
those from which they are derived. 
-jgr -gr “tib 
■ / ••••; 
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8. Analyze the accompanying movement from a Sonata, 
indicating by means of terms, brackets, and metri¬ 
cal cipher, (a) Principal theme: (b) Episodes (sec¬ 
ondary themes): (c) Connective or transitional pass¬ 
ages; (d) Motival structure, keys passed through, and 
- any other particulars which you consider would 
contribute > o a th >rough understanding of the ex¬ 
ample submitted. 
' ACOUSTICS. 
1. Mention some of the r:< ,$v for the transmission of 
sound, in order of excellence. 
2. What is to be understood by Equal Temperament; and 
how does a tuner generally proceed in the operation 
known as setting the temperament ? 
3. Write out the Harmonics of this pitch \3* — as 
5-==64 
far as C in off and give the vibrational number of 
each. 
4. In holding a vibrating tuning-fork to the ear and turn¬ 
ing it round, why does the sound at intervals, lapse 
into silence? 
5. Give a brief, but as comprehensive as possible, descrip¬ 
tion of the human voice. 
Examination for Fellowship. 
HISTORY. 
1. From whom is it supposed that the Greeks derived the 
rudiments of their musical knowledge ? Name one 
or more celebrated Greek musicians and give ap¬ 
proximate date of their era. 
2. What were the Plagal modes and in what relation did 
they stand to the Authentic? Who originated 
them? 
3. Who rescued Church music from the threatened lapse 
into barbarism after the. Gregorian era passed : 
when did he live and what were the circumstances 
of his great achievement? 
4. Name some of the greatest workers in the German 
Bchool down to the time of Beethoven, giving 
dates. 
5. Has there been auy~attempt to resuscitate Italian - 
music? If so, who have been its greatest cham¬ 
pions, and what their characteristics? Mention 
some of their works. 
6. Who first employed the chord of the Dominant seventh, 
and what was the opinion of his contemporaries 
about it? 
7. v-WHat you say of the works and influence of 
Richard Wagner ? 
8. Name some of the greatest modern orchestral writers, 
. with approximate date of birth, and mention titles 
of some of their works. 
9. Name some of the greatest of modem English compo¬ 
sers. In what department do they excel ? 
10. State what you know of the growth, present condition 
■ and -i-*’^ 
American College of Musicians. 
PIANO-FORTE. 
DEMONSTRATIVE ? XAMINATION. 
The Demonstrati ve Examination consisted of test exer¬ 
cises in touch, technique, reading at sight, transposition, 
and the performance of selections, at the discretion of the 
examiners, from the list of works given in the Prospectus 
for Fellowship Examination (see Prospectus Page 13), 
supplemented by original lists handed in by the candi¬ 
dates. 
SPECIAL THEORETIC EXAMINATION. 
1 Outline a classical course, of piano-forte study (Exer- 
. rises. Studies, and Pieces), that would lead, on - 
general principl » ’ . graded steps from my the 
Sonata in D major, Haydn to the Appassionato, 
Op. 57, Beethoven. 
2. Mention ten to twenty Salon compositions by American 
composers and others, which might be interspersed 
. ' throughout the corns©. ' J f-V . :-:to:: 
3. Give a brief, succinct account of your own course of 
study during the period of development, mention¬ 
ing whatever advantages you have eiyoyed. 
4. Give a brief description of the extensor muscles and 
tendons of the hand and arm, and state their sever¬ 
al functions as applied to Piano-forte playing. 
5; Give a like description of the flexor muscles and ten¬ 
dons, and state their functions. 
6. How many bones are^there to each finger between the 
wrist and finger tips? 
Examination for Fellowship. 
7. To which bone is that tendon attached which does the 
major part of the work when the fingers strike from 
the metacarpal (knuckle) joints? In other words 
what set of muscles flex the fingers from the met¬ 
acarpal joints? 
8. What particular tendons are ailed into greatest activ¬ 
ity by the elastic touch? 
9. In developing the hand for the Piano, is it advisable, 
in your opinion to confi le le training to the 
Knuckle action to the extent that has prevailed in 
the past? Comments on this point, in extenso, 
are invited. , 
10. Which muscles move the fingers sidewise in spreadii(g 
the hand to play a chord or arpeggio? 
11. What should be the condition of the wrist usually, 
during arm action ? 
—12—Enumerate_same_ofrtbe: advantages "oflfered_by~the~ 
position and action of the hand and arm which are 
now generally approved? 
13. Mention the essential differences between the spinet, 
harpsichord, clavichord^ and Piano-forte. 
14. Which of these was Sebastian Bach’s favorite instru¬ 
ment, and why? 
15. Mention some of the particulars in which the tech¬ 
nique of Mozart difters from that of Chopin. 
i IpP 
Bhhhh 
AiTOctirmQ 3T«if V ncmnnq accustomed to sing as low as she liked, even to the 54 6- ” lisa, and the immediate impact of his artistic personality 
\^Uk5blIliIIo if IIII I ' or “ F ” in the contralto register. It may be said, in on your mind, imagination and emotional being. If you 
_ , * T - ... . ■_. . , general, that one semi-tone of extra elevation-produces wish & graded course'of pieces, let'us hear from you Qttbs. I.—Ha e you eve heard of oihng piano stnngs 1 » . - , • - , J. 
, > keep them from rusting, and would you recommend ft" much strau up m the voice as three oi four sen agaw If you wish technical lit ra are, t is enormouslj 
it? iJso, what with? 4 ‘ - tones below. I am of the opinion, however, that any abundant and varied, and we refer yon to the advertising 
2. Is . necessary or advisable t< keep camphor-gum forcing of the voice downward is injnrio e though pro- columns if The Etude. J. V. G 
ease to keep insects from destroying e ie.fr bably not in so great a degree ra forcing it upward. ■ Ques. 1.—What studies and reference books do you 
8. Should a piano be kept closed when not in use? ■ ' J. S. V. C. think are the best used in the leading conseryatories and- 
4. What would be useful in aiding a pupil to keep Ques.—What is the best vocal method to he used colleges of music, from lowest to highest grade necessary 
correct time? During the lesson they are careful, but without a teacher? Subscriber. to make the finished-pianist, teacher and composer? 
when alone very careless. # _ _ 2. What should the finished pianist, teacher and com- 
6. What-shall I do with a pupil who “don’t care” Ans.—My answer is concise; there is no such thing poser’s library consist of? Inquisitive. 
and is very thoughtless? Her parents are very anxious as a good vocal method to he used withouta teacher. Ana. 1.—In the first place, this question is simply unan- 
she shall learn, but she takes no interest whatever in it, indeed, it would be utterly impossible to learn singing gwerahle. It is like the question propounded to Verdant 
and every means 1 know o Has tailed. . . without constant, personal intercourse between teacher Green in Cuthbert Bede’s famous book: “Which would 
•.to 
to keep the  fro  rusting, and ould yon reco end 
Als  '*
?  c * y
i-piano case to keep insects fro  destroying the felt- a l  t i  B0 reat a degree ra forcing it up ard. ■
8. l   ia  e t cl se  e  t fri s Yi 
. t l s f l i i i n il t . t i t t l t t b  
rr t ti  ? ari t l t  r r f l, t it t  t r ri r. 
hen alone very careless. ■ , .. . . , . ,,. 
t, ,
ut ,
 ll l , h t t eB  i t t t  i  it, I , it l tt l  i i l t l i i  
and every means I know of has failed. A. C. 
Ans. 1Yes, I have heard of oiling piano strings, and and student. The singing-teacher resembles the physi- you rather do, or go a fishing?” There is no school 
it is recommended by the most judicious tuners. Rust- cian more closely than any other professional man, and which does not have some special theory of its own, we 
ing does not destroy the pitch of a string, but, of course; about as well might one hope to diagnosticate an intricate will not say “hobby,” but we will suppose they honestly 
weakens it and increases its liability to break, and though disease without minute personal observation and tests as think their own a little better than ail the others, and, con¬ 
it is not a very serious expense, it nevertheless costs to train a peculiar voice or even an ordinary voice in the sequently, no two of them coincide with any definiteness, 
something to have the stnngs renewed. The greatest bjgb art 0f singing without personal acquaintance with 2. This is three questions in one, because these three 
difficulty about oiling. strings is that of getting sufficiently ;t< The whole subject of method is involved in a great individuals arc separate and distinct entities. If I extract 
little oil and getting it spread uniformly. The best fatty deal of confusion of terms. At one time it means the rightly the kernel of your question, it does, however, 
substance is suet or mutton tallow, but it must be put on peculiar set of ideas in dealingjfrith the voice in bring- impiy an intelligent and earnest queiy which I should be 
with extreme delicacy, evenness and care, and, of course, ing it to its artistic or even to its artificial state ; at an- only too happy to meet, that I may assist you in widening 
has to be done by an experienced piano workman. otber time the term is used to mean a set of pieces of y0Ur mind. I will make the answer in this form—rather 
2. Yes, it is an excellent thing to put camphor-gum muBic specially written for vocal gymnastics, in other let us say that what a finished pianist needs in his library 
in the piano, especially in the immediate vicinity of the words, a set of “etudes ” for the voice, and some books ia practically infinite, but let him begin in thiB way: 
cloth portions. Let the bits of gum be placed near to tbere are wbjch attempt to combine the two distinct Every month lay aside a little, even fifty cents, or, better 
the hammers inside the piano, then the odor will.not.be ideas. "Methods of dealing with the voice differ not still, a dollar or two, and when a sufficient amount has 
disagreeably prominent, and the purpose of defending oniy wjtb nations, for example, the “Italian,” the been accumulated, look carefully into a well-graded, 
the soft, woolly tissues from the inroads of gnawing “German,” the “French” method, but they differ in reliable catalogue and select the best works. If you 
insects will be perfectly met. a _ each nation with every individual teacher. There are desire some direct instruction and advice as to what to 
8. es ; that is, the part which contains the wires separate schools, and there are many of them, and were, bay with your first hundred dollars, write ns again and 
Bhonld be always kept closed, to prevent unnecessary eyen jn the golden days_o£_Italian singing, schools in we will answer it. No musician, who calls himself snch 
moisture intruding and also unnecessary, nge of heat, every city that were distinctly marked from all others; and is one, should be without a library of a valne of from 
But the keys, as Mr. Jonas Cbickering has said, should j-be Neapolitan, the Venetian, the Roman singers dif- one hundred to five hundred dollars, and if he be pos- 
not only not be kept covered tip, for fear of making them fere(j from each other. The art of singing in onr day is sessed of two thousand dollars worth of books and music, 
yellow and old in appearance, but should actually, from particularly chaotic, owing to the great prominence which he would still be none too rich. Let ns hear from you 
time to time, be exposed for an hour or two to the bag been given to the declamatory manner, so-called the again. J. S. ,V. C. 
bleaching influences of the sunbeams. ' “ dramatic ” Btyle of singing, by the works of Wagner Ques.—1. In teaching a tenor voice, are three regis- 
4. A pupil to keep perfect time at all times should an(j their wide acceptance. Richard Wagner was one ters better than two? I mean by introducing the mixed 
make a systematic, faithful, but not slavish use of the riie greatest instrumental geniuses in certain direc- voice between chest and bead tones, 
metronome. To not use the metronome at all is certain nrnbeaf™.! nnlmW wm-lrf W 2: If a tenor voice locates well all the tones except, 
v i t l  _ofJt li i i i , l  i  ill  it.  i i ,  ll  i l  u  
 it  t t i ti tl  ll t  ;  i  , l  h  it t  li    l    
th lit , t ti , t i if-  t  fi ll ,    
etrono e. o t nge t e etrono e at all is certai  tiongj especially in orchestral coloring, the orld has \ lf a *e\0.r ™®e 
to leave one ehaoSe in rbjtbn; to nse it eonetanfly „„ Beell) bal it „„ be TeIJ fairl, .pertioned whether ft prapei.S pemit i toSe? What i. the bti il 
produces, however, effects almost, if not quite, as bad, be bag noj. done aa much mischief to the art of singing do in a case of this kind? 
because it makes one incapable of walking without this a8 he has done d to the art of orchestration. If yon 3. Is there such a thing as a cultivated falsetto? 
rhythmical crutch. Every student at first complains that w;Bh to learn to 8;Dg) better save every dime till yon ?* ““ produce lfc |° * soands 
the metronome confuses him and “ puts him out of have money enough to spend a month with some accred- agreeable to *be - S 0 “* 
time;” this is a most ludicrous blunder; it “puts him ited teacher in'some musical centre than to attempt self- No ten°r V1°1Ce b® even ^ronghout, 
oat of time” by telling him how wretchedly out of time instruction or even 8triving for any arti8tic development W1*0ut cbanf or break’ °nlf88 ,tb® 8°'Cal.led 
he is all the while. Krause’s “ Measure and Rhythm ” h> maiL Certain thinga abont the treatment of the voice V01?e 18 used be*;We.en tbe and tbe fedmm (bead 
wiU work wonders with pupils of this kind. Try them. caQ nQ doubt be eIpre8sed verbally and by a letter, but reilster*. The divisions of the tenor voice are-lowe 
On this subject of the practical uses and also the dangers actual) 8y8tematic -and satisfactory development of it cbest yoice’ aPPer chest or mixed v0ice* a°d the medl,,“1 
of the metronome, I purpose having something to say muat be made experimentally from step to step. Some (bead) register. The upper chest or mixed voice extends 
editorially in The Etude at some future time. teachers do not even allow their pupils to practice except ® sbarP) third space, tenor clef, to F, fifth line. 
6. In the first place, scolding is of very little value, , ___ m.- T The mixed voice or upper chest register gradually 
proper.to permit a falsetto 
. t i t l , l i i littl ln , at their le880n8) that i8) in tbeir early stages. This I b i i t i t ll  
coercion of not much more, and coaxing only can be ,believe ia tbe cnatom of tbe greateat European teachers, chaDg®8 t0 *he f°rm ?f tbe med,.am °r headstones in 
regarded as of any great assistance. Music is a growth, afl j baye beeQ told by prominent opera singers. If the “cending> actl0n> however, being chest, chest action, 
a beautiful plant, which may flower late, but must grow u cannot) therefore, be trusted even to practice head form-hence the term mixed voice. I 
from an inward impulse; sometimes the germ lies long 8afel b himself, how much more absurd it is to expect voice is understood, an even compass is npossi- 
latent, but is at last discovered. What would probably 
safely, by himself, how much more absurd it is to expect 
to learn singing or to impart its subtle delicacies by a 
be the most practical thing for yftur student is to plunge dead) cold) printed page. All that can be expressed in 
^jngood music bjcmsing her to hear a great deal words about 8ineine might be put in ten pages, but to 
that is well performed, at any expense whatsoever. In learn tbe art takes from five to ten years of almost daily 
this way the style of some of it may, perhaps, catch her gtad ^ B at teacher. j. S. V. C. 
fancy, and she will suddenly find that the love of music - _ , n. , „ , , 
i. diM and begin, te glow ^bin ber. if tbi. can- \ SS 
not be done, there is only one other thing to be done— not the opportunity to take lessons, and would like to 
ble. Without it, a correct transition from chest to head 
voice is impossible. The mixed voice varies with the 
different vowel sounds; but few tenors understand it, 
whichaccountsfor-manyhard^nmnstitaisoulrdstoeard' 
in tenor voices from D to F. 
2. It is not good form under any circumstances fora 
tenor to use a falsetto tone. By falsetto is here meant: 
give the student up. J. S. V. C. have yon ins 
Ques.—Does it injure a soprano or mezzo-soprano to 
sing alto? Jenny Fish. Ans.—Frc 
Ans.—Yes and no. Yes, if the extreme, notes in the judge that y 
low voice are forced out; no, if the range of such alto tematic way 
rt it 0t t l TonsTand^ * "*1 *!«**>, and not a relaxed medium (head) tone so | 
l i struct me what course to study and practice, often called falsetto. Falsetto tones are used to eke out 
'A Cl--- .1 .1. ~*L i • "J /•_ '. a' •   A. -V'-' I.--".-'", 
 u t J?als x g 
' A Subscriber. a tGO limited compass, and are never 
. rom the acconnt you give of yourself I should ear, especially when used in connection with true 
. ,  our studies had been carried on in a Bys- tone. If all other tones are well located, surely a tenor 
, and in a good direction. If it is quite voice should not strain in producing high G. Either the 
or second soprano part be limited, in fact, it is especi- impossible for you to go to the personal instruction of other tones are not well located or the voice is not a tenor, 
ally beneficial to sing in the middle tones. Madame some celebrated metropolitan teacher from time to time, 8. The falsetto voice is sometimes cultivated and used. 
Adelina Patti once said to me personally that Bhe now then I would advise that you take instruction of some as counter-tenor or male alto, bat is not popular in this 
seldom, if ever, practiced above the “ la,” that is, “A” kind by mail. There are manyideas relative to piano country. 
on the first line above the staff, and yet I that very playing that can he made snfficiently definite to be vain- 4. Question 4, like the latter part of Question 2, won 
evening heard her sing in the course of a run the “C” able in a written form, thongh here, as in the case of require a volnme to answer. The best way is to find a. 
sharp above the staff. She said, furthermore, in regard singing, in order to realize all. that a teacher can b§ j|nd competent, conscientious teacher ant ^ a course of 
to the tones in the lower part of the scale; that Bhe was do for yon,' there must necessarily be personal obBerva- instruction. j 
46 T H E E T TJ D E . 
Ques. 1.—How far advanced should a pupil be before 
studying Beethoven’s Sonatinas? 
2. How many pages in Mathews’ Dictionary'of Music? 
8. What is the price of Edward Baxter Perry’s Fan¬ 
tasia for the Piano, “ Die Lorelei ” ? 0. H. 
■ Ass. 1. From the technical side,,he should fee able to 
play Czerny’s Velocity Etudes well; but something more 
than technic is demanded. The musical talent of the 
be noble; that it will make us able to recognize the'good j 
and the pure in all things. Think, m we are come 
together for the first time, that our common theme is-one 
that ahould ■ ennoble, that should bring -forth the best 
there 'is within us, make us better to ourselves and nobler 
t< oui God Music humanizes; makes he greater in 
though grt ndei in conception. May v ) i vei lose i4 s 
influence. May it ever make us tend, not downward 
pupil must be so far advanced, that he can understand an<j backward, but upward and onward. When you 
and enjoy music of a high order. Bight here let it be teach Bee that you point out, not the path of music alone, 
said, that much harm is done in giving pupils music, that but the path of nobility as well, which runs on just beside 
they cannot understand. Pupils must be led up to the jj, See it that you produce, not fine artists alone, but 
appreciation of good music, led by stages and not attempt bring fo'rth noble men and noble women. This is what 
it at a bound. He should first be able to play well such 
mu cat H Iler’s Op., 125, and Mathews’ Phrasing, and 
the sonatinas of modern writers, and parlor pieces of the 
better dlass. We hope to give all teachers, both young 
and those of more experience, a helping hand on this 
point at no distant day. 
2. About 90, but the pages are large and the book has 
many valuable features. It gives short biographical 
sketches, the correct pronunciations of foreign words of 
expression, and of the namesTif composers. 
8. One dollar. Perhaps this is the finest piece of piano 
music by an American composer. C. W. L. 
Ques.—What studies would you recommend for a 
pupil who has taken three books of Loeschhom’s, one 
each of Czerny’s, Burgmiiller’s and dementi’s. 
F. C. E. 
Ans.—He would get sufficient technical work from a 
daily practice of Mason’s two-finger exercises, the scales 
and arpeggios. His Etudes should be Mathews’ Phras¬ 
ing, and Heller’s Op. 45 and 16, and selections from the 
classics, with a fair portion of the compositions of Schu¬ 
mann, Schubert and Mendelssohn. It might be added 
that Chopin’s Mazurkas are too much neglected, for they 
have great developing qualities, both in technic and for 
unfolding musical talent. Leading teachers are using 
less and less of the dry technical school of Etudes. 
C. W. L. 
I 
Ques.—Will you give the correct pronunciation of 
Wagner’s name in The Etude? C. N. H. 
Ans.—Vagner, with the Italian sound to the “a,” is 
about as near as we can come to it. This question brings 
up another, which is, how far shall we carry this idea of 
pronouncing ? Shall we speak of Mozart, as Mot tsart; 
of Hayden, as High dn; of Czerny, as Tsair-ny, and 
of Clementi, as Cle-main-tee? I should say, yes, when 
speaking to pupils and musical people, but to “the 
laity,” I would'not. However, there are many names 
that can only be correctly pronounced as in the language 
to which they belong. Mathews’ Dictionary of Music 
gives needed help here. C. W. L. 
[For The Etude.] 
CHATS WITH MUSIC STUDENTS,* OS TALKS 
ABOUT MUSIC AND MUSIC LIFE. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
MOTIVE OF 8TUDY. 
The laws of morality are also those of art.—Robert Schumann. 
How did it happen that you all became music students 
and musicians? Was it your love for music that de 
termined it, or did you turn to the art of tone, thinking 
to find a field wherein you might fight out the battle for 
existence; now stepping carefully, then treading heed' 
lesgly 5 here, in a sandy way ; there, on a delicate flower ; 
no matter where, so long as you get a living ? I wonder 
about this as I sit down with you all for our first talk. 
But my nature leads me to hope everything for the best 
for you. Within you all who come to join this circle, 
where we sit and chat of many phases of music and 
music life, I know there dwells a reverence for your 
chosen work; I know you welcome each new day be¬ 
cause it means to you a new life, a further wandering in 
the wondrous world you are making for yourselves, 
Think, then, as I do, that all of us are of one common 
iaith in our work, that we love it because it teaches us to 
.. * Under this title will appear selected chapters from my forth¬ 
coming voltone. 
own. The path of the young musician is not a flowery 
one. 
Do not be cast down by discouragement. Discourage¬ 
ment is an angel in disguise that really does not want to 
thrust you back. To-day she comes to test you; to¬ 
morrow, when you have quite forgotten her presence, 
she will lead you onward at a bound. That you be thus 
favored, Bhe only requires that you be diligent and faith¬ 
ful. Do you remember what Bach once said to a dis¬ 
couraged pupil ? “ The fingers of thy hand are as good 
as mine;” and again, “I was obliged to be industrious; 
whosoever is equally industrious will succeed as well.” 
Never cease to strive, but never hurry. Haste brings 
naught but ruin. Especially while you are in your stu¬ 
dent days, work carefully, with system, cheerfully, and, 
above all, with patience. Spend some time in learning 
about the student days of great men, not of musicians 
alone; but of men in other callings as well. Study them 
and see how true it is that at last their real worth is 
what they fairly earned by their own endeavor. So it 
will be with you. Perhaps you have genius. Genius 
has been defined as the art of taking pains, and, indeed, 
it is wonderful what earnestness and determination will 
do. It waB determination that made Haendel run after 
hisfather’8 coach, and thus become a musician ; determi¬ 
nation that made Schumann a transcendent composer, 
and not an unknown lawyer; determination that made 
Elihu Burritt a scholar and benefactor, not an obscure 
blacksmith. Learn of these, and see how carefully, 
patiently, hopefully they labored. Now a day of sun¬ 
shine (such as you have at times), then days of gloom 
and discouragement (such, too, as you have), but finally 
success (such as you will have) as the reward of well- 
directed, patient labor that was never prostituted to 
graceless ends. To you there may not come as great or 
as far-reaching success as came to these, but that matters 
not. Advance art and the common good as far as you 
can; that is all that they did. 
Perhaps you dream of success, of the fame that shall 
one day be your own. Be warned in time ; never think 
of fame. If you give your thoughts to success, that 
proves you are not planning beyond success. Success 
is only an attendant circumstance, not a final result. 
Say with the wanderer, Paul Fleming, these words— 
they have a fitness for you: “It is better that men should 
soon make up their minds to be forgotten, and look 
about them, or within them, for some higher motive in 
what they do, than the approbation of men, which .is 
Fame—namely, their duty; that they should be con¬ 
stantly and quietly at work, each in his sphere, regard¬ 
less of effects, and leaving their fame to take care of 
itself. ’ ’ Do not concern yourself about your own great¬ 
ness or dwell too mueh on your immediate importance 
in this busy world. Do but think for a moment, and I 
am certain you will agree with me, and say, “ I am very 
It is not merely of your musical life that I now speak, unimportant.” It is quite true you are unimportant;;:' 
but of your moral life as well; for what you are morally and unless you are very careful some one will be con- 
you will be artistically; so much good and evil here, so tinually reminding you of it. Learn then for the sake 
much good and evil there; the duality is always perfect, of learning and for the good you may o with it. CuL 
you can never escape it. Life is but a sheet of paper on tivate that spirit of liberality that will allow you to 
which we trace our story; let us not *begin by blotting admire and be well instructed by all good and beauty.- 
its snowy whiteness ere we write a Bingle worthy word. Strive to know other tvorlds than your owm People 
Love God and Nature. Let your heart beat in sympathy five beyond the mountains. There-are -those-who-are. 
with the great heart-throb of humanity. The world was taught by paintings and poems, by statues and flowers, 
made good and beautiful, hence goodness and beauty Be one of them; you will be a better musician thereby, 
lurk everywhere; you will find them and make them Determine that the art of music shall receive all your 
your own. Let your ambition lead you to leave the art endeavor toward its uplifting and perfection; be solici- 
of music better and richer for your having entered it. tousTfer its welfare by tilling your acre as you should. 
Put generously all the nobility of your nature into your Plant kindness, forethought and endeavor all about, and 
active professional work, and never lose Bight of doing a forest of good will spring up from it. 
what good^you can. No matter how feeble your effort, Have you not read that the poet Norseman, Henrik 
or how tiny your sphere of action, you are wanted ; work Wergeland, during one time of his fife, went about with 
for the best and to your utmost, and if, after a life of his pockets filled with tree-seed, and_he scattered a 
you really agree to Ho~wEen you accept a pupil. 
You are all ambitious. For what are you striving? 
What is the end and aim of all the hours of daily prac¬ 
tice to which you give yourselves ? of all the days and 
years devoted to books and to music ? of all the heart¬ 
aches, the tears, the discouragements, the new and brave 
resolves that come now and again ? Why do yon conquer 
your faint-heartedness, and, although you' were weak 
yesterday, why have you determined to be brave and 
strong to-day? Do you see in music a field for plunder 
or a way leading to happiness and contentment? A 
thousand questions spring to my lips, I fain would hear 
yon answer all of them; yet, I need no assurance that 
you are striving ever onward, that you are willing to do 
as much for music as you would have music do for you. 
This shall suffice me. 
Giorgio Vasari very quaintly tells us that when he first 
saw the Leaning Tower of Pisa he spent much time in 
discovering the cause of its position; finally he learned 
that, at the beginning of its construction, he who was 
entrusted with the placing of the piles for its foundation 
did his work in such haste and so badly that the tower, 
when it had attained its height, pressing equally on all 
sides, caused the foundation to yield at its weakest place, 
.thus giving the structure the position it still retains. 
And so it stands, an everlasting tribute to one man’s 
carelessness, a model of hasty work. I cite this because, 
just before we begin to talk on music, I want to say a 
word or two about a few other matters that have much 
to do with all of us, though I will leave until later a 
more complete exploiting of these same themes. 
What Vasari tells us of the Leaning Tower is precisely 
what scores of men and women are telling the world 
daily about themselves; but alas, with them the blame 
falls not so much on another as on the self, for each is 
architect of his own fortune. Take to yourself the les 
son that comes best to your own case, but pay heed that 
you do not begin fife or art, or aught else, with a flaw; 
let your foundation be so strong that you may raise your¬ 
self above it to any.height, and still be as firm and as 
upright as on the day when you made your first step. 
work and struggle, you add but a single useful drop to 
the sea of art, you have lived and worked not in vain, 
but well; for that drop will be your representative and 
will exist forever. Be aB great a musician as you can; 
the higher you rise the greater field you will find to im¬ 
prove. But, great or small, be worthy. There is not 
only room, but a place-waiting for you. Yet remember 
handful here and a handful there as he wandered, and 
he wished his companions would do the same ; “For,’ 
Baid he, “no one knows what good may spring up from 
it.” . 
True virtuosity gives us something more than mere 
flexibility and execution; a man may- mirror his own 
that we often have to labor severely to retain whakift our naturq in his playing.—Schumann. 
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A Supplement to Every Instruction 
• - Book., 
THE STUDY 
Lessons in Musical History, PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR 
W: BY JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
JOHN OOMFOBT EIIiUMOBB 
This Instructor includes for its theoretical portion: 
Notation; Rhythm; Chromatic. Signs; Accent; Marks 
of Touch, Power and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbrevia¬ 
tion ; Marks of Power and Tempo, and Theory of Tech¬ 
nique. A full page is devoted to Diagrams for Position 
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the at the Pianoforte, 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe- The Practical part contains a thorough set of Technical 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti~ Exercises, progressively arranged; scales, major and d 
tutions. two minor, m all keys, supplemented by attractive Lea* 1 
Address Publisher, sons and Illustrative Compositions. 
_ Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
THEODORE aRESSEB, and Pupil,illustrating certain exercises in an entertain- 
1704 Chestnut Street. ing manner. • . . 
- ’ The last four pages are devoted to the Major Scales in 
Philadelphia, Pa. all keys, with Grand Arpeggios; the Harmonic, Melodic 
___and M ixed Minor Scales in all keys, and an original Grand 
Arpeggio and Octave .Exercise, which is both interesting 
Y rtlTW l/C* PfC* ■ The Instructor has been endorsed by the following 
I UULI1& J Ullky MUIIrmb Artists and Teachers: Wm. H. Sherwood, 8. A. Emery, 
Fannie Bloomfield, Neally Stevens, Constantin Stern¬ 
berg, J. S. Van Cleve, J. C. Fillmore, Arthur Foote, COMPILED AND ARRANGED BY P. J. LAMMERS. Louis Mass, Alex. Lambert, Calixa Lavellee, W. S. B. 
Mathews, Carlisle Petersilia, Joshua Phippen, Jr , G. 
H. Howard, W. H. Dana, J. Wolfram, 8. N. Penfield, 
PRICE 60 CENTS. C. H. Morse, W. G. Smith, Max Leckner, Willard 
■ ■ Burr, H. A. Kelso, Thomas Tapper, Jr., Norman 
A Collection of Easy and Melodious Songs for McLeod, Flora M. Hunter Ad. M. Foerster, E. R. 
Kroeger, F W. Root, W L. Blumerschem, Wm. Mac- 
Yonng People. donald, F. R. Webb, H. M. Wild, Mrs. L. Heerwagen. 
A • This work, which is meeting with great favor and a 
(Feom thr Adthoe’s Preface.) likewise extensive sale, retails for the siqall sum of 
In preparing the little collection of songs, great care $150, with liberal disconnt to the profession and trade. 
has been taken to select simple and interesting melodies, -_.-_~j.~_, x^«5JTTTPT> 
bnmfivliot qKauo tKo rv nnroorrr onncrti Knt. nof ™ A ™ S U AA • 
Price $1.50 postpaid. 
Translated by M. A. Blerstadt 
THIS work is designed to accompany the instruction 
book with event beginner, and will serve as a supple- 
nent to any method. 
The information is imparted in the form of questions 
and answers, which will make the work useful as a primer, 
but it is vastly more direct and comprehensive than any 
primer published. 
The following are a few of the subjects, out of the 175 
pages, which we give at random : 
General Advice on the Method of Practice. 
Necessity of Counting. 
Some Special Difficulties. 
Musical Memory. 
On Reading Music. 
The Pedal. 
Overcoming of Bad Habits. 
The book will be bound in cloth, and will be a pleasing 
contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are 
placed in the hands of a beginner. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PR ESSE Ry- 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING-. 
By A. K. VIRGIL. 
To be used on the PRACTICE CIsAVIEB or PIANO 
The object of this work is—first, to'establish the doctrine that Piano¬ 
forte Technic is or should be an Elementary Study; and, second, 
to supply teachers and pupils with exercises and facilities by which 
this all-important subject may be taught, and true pianoforte 
technic may be clearly comprehended and practiced by the youngest 
beginner from the first lesson, as heretofore has been impossible. 
The plan of the work, and the exercises given, are new and 
original. 
In the two volumes more than thirty picture illus¬ 
trations are given, by which not only proper positions, 
but correct movements are easily learned. 
NEW, EAST AND PROGRESSIVE 
Method for the Pianoforte 
By J. C. FILIjMOBE. 
*' Mr. Fillmore deserves the tnanks of the musical people for having 
written a very readable book on an interesting subject. * * * Shows 
an intelligence rare among English writers on such topics.”—The Ma¬ 
lian, New York. 
“ We most cordially recommend this little yolume as being thoroughly 
interesting and most useful to all who desire to study the subject of 
which It treat®.—The Alhenmim, London, England. 
Endorsed by all the leading pianists and teachers of America. 
vVe Present a Few Communications but or Many Received: 
“ As ooe reads it the wonder grows how so small a book could be 
made to contain so much good information.”—W. 8. B. Mathews. 
“ It is worthy of very high commendation."—Dr. Wm. Mason. 
‘ I can only express myself in the highest terms of praise concerning 
it.”—Da. Louis Maas. 
“I wish every one of my pupils to read and study this work.”—-Wm. 
H. Sure wood. 
‘‘It is a mine of valuable information for the student, ana should be 
in tne hands of everyone interested in music.”—H. Clarence Eddy. 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER 
BOOKS I AND II7-EACH $1.50 
EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., Publishers, 
23 Union Square, New York. 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “ Falling Leaves.” In this, work 
he has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oftenest. The book 
has very few exercises. Address 
- ---- AUI lUU OVUUCUk, uu OUUU1U uu 
It is an extremely well-written_andJnstoctiYg_J^Qrk, and should, 
m my judgment, be in the hands of every earnest piano student.”— 
Dudley Buck. 
“ I consider It a very valuable work, and one that .ought to be in the 
°l eYeF7 student of the piano.”—Mm. Julia Eiv^-Kino. - 
Ihe book is well adapted to teaching, and I shall gladly introduce 
it to my pupils.”—Emil Liebi.inq. 
“ An excellent work.”—Amy Fat. 
u P*an0 pupil ought to read it.”—Bichard Zeckwrr. 
^ Win prove a great aid to all earnest students.”—H. A. Clark*. 
me author is evidently master of his subject,”—John S. Dwight. 
By L. R. CHURCH 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, 
Address Publisher, THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Educational Department. Edited by Hugh A Clarke, Mua 
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STUDIES IN PALMER’S studies 
PIANO PRIMER. ICeanN aid 
15th EDITION. 
Notes and Remarks by sncb Musicians as Mr. 
Wm. Mason, Sr. Vm. H. Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert B. Parsons, etc. 
It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more, than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents. Address 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
FAXAgEIPS 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of musical Terms. 
3000 TERMS IDEFINJEX*. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE 35 CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSES!, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By E. W: KRAUSE. 
For Private, Class or Self Instruction. 
A Systematic and Practical Treatment of Measure 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in the form of scales and 
other exercises. j 
The work-affords material for acquiring the ability to 
read and play correctly in a comparatively short time. 
Price 91.60, In Beards. 
THEO. PRESSES, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
MUSIC PUPIL’S TIME CARD. 
An accurate record of lessons taken and music received. Space 
given to arrange a daily practice schedule; also, for hints and cau¬ 
tions by the teacher, for marking the degree or excellence of each 
lesson, and blank receipts to be filled out at the close of the term. 
Convenient in form and an incentive to the pupiL 
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Chicago, Jan. 11,’89. 
Price, 50 cents for a Package of 25 Cards. 
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11. Schumann, Polonaise in D, out of Opus 2. 
12. Mendelssohn (Duetto), No. 18. 
18. Schumann, Homewards. 
14. Chopin, Prelude in D flat. 
15. Bach. Saraband in E minor. 
16. Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM. 
BY 
J. H. HALL AND J. H. RUEBUSH, 
ASSISTED BY 
ALDINE S. KIEFEEE. 
A fine collection of Church Tunes, Anthems, Choruses, 
and Glees. Just from the press. 
Contains 110 Church Tones, 80 Pages Class 
Soup. 70 Sunday-School Soap, 
33 Pages Anthems. 
Just the Book Teachers have wished for. 192 pp. 
75 Cents per Copy; $7.50 per Dozen by Mail. 
The great question before vocal music teachers Is: How can we im¬ 
prove the masses in reading music? This book contains no new 
method, for character notes have been successfully used for years. 
SPECIAL OFFEB.—We will mail one copy to any reader ot 
The Etude for only 30 cents, to cover cost If you are not satisfied 
after an examination, we will refund the money. Address 
RUEBUSH, KIEFFER & CO., 
DAY TO 1ST, YA. 
I • *■ 
II 
II 
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
CLOTH, $1.50. 
Includes a complete set of Scales, Arpeggios, Double 
Thirds, Double Sixths, etc., in various motions, together 
with fingered exercises for special developments, and 
School of Embellishments. It follows nicely the popular 
Pianoforte Instructor, of late issue (by the same Author), 
in connection with appropriately graded studies and in¬ 
structive compositions. This work has been introduced 
in some of our leading schools of music. A newly- 
revised and corrected edition is in process of publication, 
necessitated by the advanced sales of the work. The 
“ Technic” in the future will be bound in limp cloth, so 
desirable for carrying the same in music rolls. A new 
and original Arpeggio Exercise will be introduced in the 
next edition. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
No.T704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
SUITABLE FOR CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
“Mrs. 8BEAEER,” 
AN OFEBETTA. 
By ALBEBT W. BOB8T. 
London—Novello, Ewer A Co., or from the composer, 3602 Hamilton 
Street, Philadelphia. JSjpceia) terras for quantities. 
ortraits of tat Musicians. 
SIZE, 22 X 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 Cents. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
The following are now ready:— fr 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, 
MOZART, WAGNER. 
OTHERS TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion whenever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.60 each, without frame. 
Address XHEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
FIFTY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
FOB PIANOFOBTE STUDENTS, 
BY ALBERT W. BORST. 
Price 5 Cents. BO Cents Per Dozen. 
We bee to announce that we have now in course of publication a 
new work for Organists, entitled 
Tiie Organists’ Journal. 
This work will be sold by subscription, and will be complete In 14 
parts. Each part will be enclosed In an attractive cover and will 
contain at least four excellent pieces suitable for church service. We 
shall also present a number of novelties appropriate for Concerts, 
Eecitals and other occasions. The Price or Subscription for the 
entire work la 83:00. This will be the finest and most complete work 
for the Organ in the market: it will contain the most practical and; 
latest compositions of the best German, French, American and' 
English writers. ^ 
Bach piece will be of high class. Nothing wili be put in to fill up 
space. The entire work will be within the ability of any church 
organist. 
We would like to Impress upon you the fact‘that— — 
1st. The music will be edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention will be given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, BegUira- 
lim, etc. _ < 
2d. The Musicwill he printed from Engraved plates {not type). 
8d. No other work gives so much music for so little money; each 
part, costing 25 cents, will contain ?iJO worth of music, 
4th. None of the pieces are loo difficult for the Amateur or She Student, 
and the Professional Organist seta find a large number qf competitions 
which are only to he found at present in expensive editions. 
6th. The work will also commend itself to Teachers and Organ 
pupils, on account of the large number of pieces available for instruc¬ 
tion. 
Parts 1, 2,8, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are now ready, and will be sent, postpaid, 
on receipt of the subscription. Succeeding parts will be Issued and 
forwarded, one each month, until the 14 numbers are complete. 
Circulars and sample pages, giving full Information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name and address. 
For further information, address 
THEO. Presser, I WH.E. ASHH&LL & CO., 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, Philad’a, Pa. . PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
m mm mzmm 
231 East 80th Street, 
NEW YORK”, N. Y. 
gcbooU of PttSir. Jfrtoat,* o( p«0ir. 
Gives lessons personally, or by correspondence, in Harmony, 
Counterpoint, Canon and Fnfcoe. Students prepared for 
musical examinations. Most thorough and systematic course. 
O mp sitions evlsed and orrected. Terms moderate 
Address 18 LIBRARY BUILDING, 
_Scranton, Pa, 
Harmony Lessons by Correspondence 
* ? ■.A1SO 'V' 
Lessons by Mail in Counterpoint and Orchestration. , 
For terms and particulars, address 
_ . G. T. BULLING, - 
174 RACE STREET, CINCINNATI, O. 
' HADAME ANNA STE1NIGER, 
CONCERT PIANISTE AND TEACHER, 
sostoist, a.x js.. ss. 
■ eetlaoTen r osseerta a ’ t. *?<* rtes a 8sm •i alty 
Madame Steiniger will make a tour, West and South, In January, 
F« ruar an Hard IS 0, ntro clog h r ft n ieeth vei * > * 
cert* Spe al terms ant • iualed nduc< ents t t tel rs wh 
will wore for this series of concerts, In their cities or towns. 
Address fbauj ANNA STEIMIGEB, Boston, Mama. 
W. §. B. MATHEWS, 
. TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, 
Lecturer and Writer upon Musical Topios, 
No. 236 STATE ST.. CHICAGO, ILL. 
Room 18 __ 
MME. RIVE-KING. 
Time rapidly filling for Season of 1890. Par¬ 
ties wishing to arrange for Recitals or Concerts, 
please address, 
MME. RIVE-KING, - 
CHICKEBISTG HALL, N. Y. 
Mr E. M. BOWMAN, 
(Editor of “ Weitzman Musical Theory,”) _ 
STEIFWAY HALL, NEW.YORK. 
Pixnoeoete ahd Organ instruction hy the methods on which 
modem artistic performance is based. 
Musical Theosy lessons, orally or by correspondence, by the 
Weitzman Method, which, by its lucid explanations and interesting 
course of study, commends itself-to the attention of all who desire 
to become thorough musicians. _ 
Milwaukee School of Music. 
Brancj es Faught —Piano .'3 a, Violon ello Singing 
ind Th ory of tfusicf Also I teratare Classes in 
German French I &1 m and English Lan| iag« i 
Professors:— Messrs. K. Klindworth, Dr. Langhans, 
Riifer, Dr. Yedliczka, Dr. Reimann, Tul. Hey and 
other renowned masters: 
Prospectus_to be obtained gratis through the Director, 
'ux.Rtimjfj W;iijti m mmib inn, 
Berlin, 20 Potsdamer Strasse i i 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive usej the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study ot 
Music. 544 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept. 17, Jan. 7, and April 8. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
' F. B. RICE, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
■ v11■ viu iwv wuiiuui ui muoiU)
422 BROADWAY, MILWAUKEE, PIS. 
HARMONY LESSONS BY CORRESPONDENCE, 
GIVEN BY* 
J. C. FILLMORE, Director. 
MRS. W. H. SHERWOOD, 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. 
SUMMER PIANO LE8SON8 GIVEN. 
Address at her residence, 
388 Mewtsrary 8tre©4, 
Boston, Mass. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
Concert Pianist and Lecturer. 
Lecture Recitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 550 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept," 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
HUGH A CLARICE, Mus. Doc., 
£2£23 South 3@tli Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSONS BY MAIL! In Harmony,-Counterpoint and Composition. 
of 
. A NEW BOOK P0R BEGOTERS. 
THE ART OF PIANOFORTE PLAYIHG.- 
By Hugh A. Clarke, Mtrs. Doo. Price $1,50, post¬ 
paid. 
This is a new work embodying the results of thirty 
years’ experience of a practical teacher, who has held 
the responsible position of Professor of Music in the 
Pennsylvania University for the last fifteen years. 
The design of the work is to .furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful Btudy of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. > * 
Practical and. Pleasing. 
It is of the utmost importance that a proper beginning 
be made. There are two features in this book that make 
it one of the best works for beginners ever issued, 
namely— 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, It Interests the Pupil, it Cultivates the Taste. I I W w V . Ill 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. i 
FIVE OOUR8E8 OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Muslo at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, appty to 
JAMBS H. HOWE, DBAW, GRBBNOASTLB, IHD. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., College of Liberal Arts. 
‘Bev. 8. L. Bowman, a.m.,8.t.d.. Dean of School of Theology. 
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ll.d., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
SamuelS. Parr, “ Normal School. 
HUP H0SICAL INSTITUTE, TABBEH, OHE 
An institution devoted exclusively to the study of 
Music. Gives instructions in all departments of Music, 
with a thorough and Systematic Course of 
Studyf and a Faculty of the highest excellence and 
efficiency. Founded in 1869. 0Q Send for Catalogue. 
A STANDARD TEXT-BOOK, 
DANA’S PRACTICAL HARMONY, 
American Conservatory of Music, 
WEBER MUSIC HALL, CHICAGO. 
Every Branoh of Music and Elocution. Course of Study 
Thoroughrand Comprehensive. Special Depart- - 
meat for the Training of Teachers. 
J. J. HATTSTAEDT, Director. 
H. B, STEVENS & CO., 
Music Publishers § Importers) 
169 TiESOiT ST., 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Agents for the Standard Cheap Editions—Petena, 
Angener, Cotta, Breitkopf & Hartel, 
Schlesinger, Etc. 
On these two points every teacher must look 
for 8ucces8, and it is well to have a text-book at the j 
beginning that lays particular stress upon important 
principles. 
There are numerous duetts for teacher and pnp!Is all 
having a specific object in view. There are a goodly 
number of pleasing pieces of a didactic nature, and exer- 
j cises for strict and mechanical fingering, such as scales, 
I arpeggios, five-finger exercises, etc. 
Address publisher, THEO. PRESSER, 
1704, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 
We wish to call the attention of Directors of 
Music in Schools and Seminaries, also of Music 
Teachers in general, to our stock of Foreign and 
American Music. We make a specialty of good 
fingered editions, and when desired will send 
| selections of different grades for inspection. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MAIL ORDERS. 
TERH$ LIBERAL. 0atal08rue 86114 fr&e 
: -r-on application, and 
also Bulletin of New Music sent regularly 
to those sending their address. 
Portraits of famous Composers 
JUST PUBLISHED IN PHOTO-GRAVURE. 
BEETHOVES, MOZAET, CHOPIN and WAGNEB 
Stzel—12x16 In. (IRe she), on 22x28 paper, ©......$1. 
“ 2—6x8 in. CHIRe .size), on 14x17 paper, ... . 
“ 3—3>^x4%in.(cabinetslze), @-...-.........—..—L. . 
(Printed ou Japanese taper, mounted on beveled card board.) 
FBAilEB. 
Size 1—Framed. 20x24, in 2-inch oak, with 54-Inch silver 
Inside, ©.............—S3; 
Size 2—Framed, 12x14, in 154-inch oak, @-..— I, 
Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short coarse 
or fc r a exte ided period of (tudy A great JU?Sng of 
thnetp.:tMchef«. A;fiithelp-t#'students. 
This work is being received with great favor, and is already intro-. 
to take a leading place among works on'Harmony. 
Simple explanatio hoi v **«- « and plain la gouge hronghoc 
ax ,, r res which 1 «t a * i'then el *• > tea w and students. 
! wil lead students not only wall (oretical i '-’if. >r. -e • it Bar. 
shot J * it als - to become abi o« slit g it i rata chow a progTt «- 
si. ns and ti at i nts by ar as read ly ai b the eye 
>!, i %i ,s , r agree* >1 udety jf -it - •> he interest * th 
conns®, is well,sustained. - It will: not be found dry by any careful stu- 
de it Man) o th x ses re scidedly novel in . ? x bool ol Ms 
kind,-never having appeared before. -- 
The book will be found interesting and helpful in every way to the 
teacher and the pupil. It is also rich in suggestions for general im¬ 
provement and in reviews. In advanced study it will be found invalu¬ 
able. 
The conviction ol its excellence will strengthen as it is 
UBed.and it is safe to predict that this will prove the moat 
The following are in preparation and will be issued in the order 
named:---Bach, Hakndkl, Haydn, Liszt, Mkndklssohn, Meyeb- 
•amcn, Schubert, SCHUMANN, Webek and others. 
- Subscriptions should he placed now. 
JELLINEK & JACOBSON, Publishers, 
13 East 17th Street, New York 
For Sale by ■ .. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Phiiada., Pa. - • v 
popular work on Harmony, yet published. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St. , Philadelphia , Pa 
JOHN C. FILLMORE 
“We know no other work in which a musical student can learn so 
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer¬ 
cise.”—The Nation, Hew York; 
This work ii based on the ideas of Db. Hugo Bixsams, and has as 
an.appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.” 
“A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the 
drift of modern speculation in. music.”—The NaHoa. 
Dr. Biematm, “ The greatest living musical theorist.”—The Na&m, 
By E. M. SEFTON. 
RBVISEID EDITION 
PHc@* ® - SO Cents* 
The book contains everything for keeping Accounts 
of Music Teachers; Index; Daily Programme, a page 
for each pupil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc. 
Address publisher, 
THEO. EBES9ER, 
7704 Chestnut SL. PSjlsiitpfefa* fS. 
SO QTEWART’S Celebrated Banjos, the ■ O leadiug and best make. In use by more profes¬ 
sional players than any other. Also Banjo Music and Instruction 
Books in great variety. Banjo music lor one banjo, for two banjos, 
for banjo and piano, etc. 
The Banjo and Guitar Journal, 
the great stand-by for banjo-piayers. The only paper of the kind 
published. Price 10 cents per copy^ 
large Illustrated catalogue and price list, giving detailed informa¬ 
tion about the Banjo and its music, mailed on receipt of 5 cents in 
stamps. Address 8.8. STEWART; 221 & 223 Church 8t;/Phlia/, Pa. 
HAVE DECIDED IBAS 
wiifiin 
RAPID METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
Is the most desirable method published, and 
both recommend and adopt it. 
ASF* SEND EOE A FULL DESCBIPTIVE CIIiCTTLAB. 
Address- 
THE W. W. WHITNEY CO., 
TOLEDO, O. 
•f SPENGUER’S * 
stem of echni 
FOR THE P/AH0-F0RTE. 
PBIGE, @1.50. Limp Clotli, @2.00 
Hu Original and highly Interesting V/’or^ for 
Professional and Anateur. 
JTUS-X J? TTJtX, L8MMD* 
We offer in this System of Technic a work that is 
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and 
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities. 
While the aim has been to set before the player 
new and interesting matter, yet the more important 
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to . wit:— 
to develope the weaker fingers,, and .to equalize the 
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac¬ 
custom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi¬ 
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate the 
mind aa well as the fingers. 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
hay attained an * 
UNP UR C H AS ED PR E - EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
UNEQUALED 
. —ijsr— :■ 
Tie, Touch, lortasMp, ail Dnrahility! 
Hmy Haae felly Warrantofi fbr 5 Years. 
WM i€fS ABE, Qi CO., 
82 & 84 E. Baltimore Street, BAXTOMOBB, 
148^ Fifth Awe., near 20th St., KIW IbhK. 
817 PeaMylvanha Ave., ■ WASHINGTON, D. C. 
TWO WORKS FOR PIANO PLAYERS.- 
THE ARTISTS’ REPERTOIRE 
PRICE 91-00 IN BOARDS. 
Advice to Young Students of the Pianoforte. 
By ALBERT W. BOBST. 
PBICK, 10 Cta. 
Some good advice for every one studying the piano, 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
-A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game consists of cards, on which the different note* and rest* 
are printed, one on every curd. After a number are distributed among 
’ the players, the cards are played iu succession and added together as 
they are played nntll the value of a whole note is,reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
.wboie note. This gives a general idea only. "Full directions, with 
_rvl«s for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, Ac., accompany the game. _ 1 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music fester; In feet, all 
who are Interested in music, need this charming game. 
' It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
. The different kinds of time. 
Prasctfce in musical fractions. 
The easiest way to learn to read music. 
You learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children. . 
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
A splendid game for evening parties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. •, 
Parents cam teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
maddaM thretMlves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play 
this gams a while before beginning lessons - 
PRIOE, 60 CENT8. 
Addxeac Publisher, 
THEO. Pit ESSE ft, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
CLA88400K 
CONTENTS. 
Hondo Capricdoso. Op. 14.   Mendelssohn. 
Impromptu. Op. 142, No. 2. (Ab).Schubert 
Polonaise. Op. 40, No. 1. (A maj.I.F, Chopin. 
("March Heroiqne.H. Von Billow. 
Poljsh'Dance. Op. No. 1.  Scharwenka. 
One Perle. (Blnette)...  ......Behr. 
The Hunter’s Horn....F. Von Kornhtzki. 
The Mill. Jensen. 
O-Hconcha. Caprice. Naff, 
Priests’ Bfarch from Athalia...Mendelssohn. 
Students of S rrento.  Ceiega; 
Favan.. Sharpe. 
Turkish March. .Mozart. 
Pomponette. (Style Louis XV).Durand. 
Intermezzo et Valse Lente.Arr. l>y Tracy. 
Melcdie in F.........Kubinstein. 
Gypsy Hondo. From Trio No. 5.  .......Haydn. 
Valse. Op. 33. .....Diiiabd. 
Farewell to the Piano... Beethoven. 
Two Mexican Dances...-..Aviles. 
The Brook.  Pape. 
Springtime..................Osrreno. 
Nel Cor Pin i 
Theme A Demand...Ley Inch. 
Pixie Valse. Pixls. 
Tarantella.Heller. 
Die Jagd. (The Chase). ....Bhelnberger. 
Puritan!..,.-.Leybach. 
Loure, from 3d Suite. J. S. Bach...Arr. by Hetnze. 
Harmonious Blacksmith..................Hfindel.- 
FOR 
STAID ABO DDimS. 
A Collection of Interesting 4-Hand 1 sees. 
PRICE 91-00 IN BOARDS. 
CONTENTS. 
Alerte, Fanfare Militaire.......Behr. 
Bjiskot of Hoses, Quadrille....;..Streabbog, 
Bella, or La Tonkinoise'March:....-......'Wenzel. 
"Best Shot Starch ..Arr. Bailey. 
Bine Alsatian Monntains Waltzes.Lsmothe. 
British Patrol.....-....Asch. 
Bucepliele Galop.*.....Arr. Hichenx. 
Flower Song. Op. 39..............Lange. 
I L’AIerte. Fanfare Militaire.....Streabbog. 
* Marche des Pompiers....................Watson. 
Martha, Op. 112...... .........Beyer. 
Pearl of Love, Valse Elegante....-.Blake. 
Qnadriile, Op. 117...........Streabbog. 
Qnl Vive, Grand Galop de Concert, Op. 12....Gams. 
Secret Love, Gavotte...... Hesch. 
See-Saw Waltzes.............Crowe 
Swedish Wedding March......Soderman 
Tanz-lnlial Polka.........Waterman 
Tonkinoise (La) March....... WenzeL 
Wandering Jew, Grand Valse Brlllante.....Burgmuiler 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, . 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
mms mssmmo^ 
; Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen, 
The objectof this work is tosystemizepractlce and stimulate the 
student to better study. It contains a record of the pupil's wortc ■' 
and assigns a place for TechnIo, £tudes and Pieces, with the 
degrees of merit of their pfeparation. The date 01 each jeesonls 
also given, and in. the back of'the little,book.are lour blank forms 
for quarterly reports,.which will be found very useful. ■ 
Address the Publisher, r.; 
. Price $2.00, Boimd in Boards. THEO. PRE^jfR, 
-:-- -1704 Chestnut Street; Philadelphia, Pa. ■' 
The libretto of this Oratorio is takeh from the Bible, 
and gives, in an epitomized form, the story of the taking 
of Zion by David—The prosperity of Jerusalem—The 
defection of Israel—The consequent destruction of the 
city and the king’s captivity. 
The thelne now takes np the promise of restoration 
under the reign of the promised king—His coming—His 
rejection—The final desolation of the city—Concluding 
with the promise of the Heavenly City and the descent 
of the New Jerusalem. 
The Oratorio is to be produced in April by the Phila- Address Publisher, 
delphia Chorus, with a large chorus and orchestra, and THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., 
has already excited widespread interest among musical • 
people as thei first work of such magnitude written and ; Philadelphia, pa. 
produced in America. ” ■ :■ : :• .• 
- A WORE FOR EVERT TEACHER. 
THEODOHE presser, PIANO TEACHING 
PUBLISHER, 
1704 CHEST1TJT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA 
A GRAND ORATORIO 
Publishers, Importers and Dealers, 
■ 171 WEST FOURTH ST., \ ■ 
• . CINCINNATI, 0. 
By HUGH A. OLAEKE, Mus. Doc. 
Fines! I lit ons at Lot sstP eg. 
>eciala ntion to T i rders 
FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
The Practical Value ol Certain Modern Theories respecting • 
Science of Harmony.” By J. C. Piilmore, Author of “ His¬ 
tory of-Music,” ......28 eta. 
What Shall we Play, or .Musical Education in: the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke; Translated 
by John Rehmann,...„.2S eta. 
Elementary Piano instruction tor Teacher or PupiL" By Aloys 
Heniies, ..........15 cts. 
Advice toYoung,3tudents ot Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
60 rules lor beginners. By Albert W. Borst,......._10 cts. 
Method oi Study.” (For Amateurs.) By C.A. MacLrore,.........10cta. 
The Fire sent by Mall for 50 eta. 
A MhAWM. PXEMCIBM BOOH 
For the Analytical Study of Musical Compositions, 
For Students of Piano, Harmony, 
MuBical Form, etc. 
By L. R, CHURCH, 
1208 Ann Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia, 
MARGARET B. HARVEY. 
Neatly Bound, in Cloth.. Brioe $1.25, 
8UITABLE FOR PRE8ENT. FELIX LE COUPPEY, 
I’xajajole.twd. by 2>C. A BISBf We have just published 
These Studies are intended for those remote from cen¬ 
tres of musical advantages., those whose early education 
in music has been neglected, those who have become dis¬ 
couraged by wrong methods of teaching, and those whose 
time and means for self-improvement are limited. 
THEO. if “BBSS EH, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PRACTICAL HARMONY Price 75 Gents, Postpaid 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS. 
BY 
HXt„ F. Xi. HITTER. 
Price 76 Cents in Paper - si.OO in Boards 
A work of the greatest importance to'students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered m exercises of the 
most varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical'-pro¬ 
duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician's difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
* Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street. 
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A new invention oi great practical value and real benefit to the Plano 
Player. 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass, 
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AN IMPORTANT WORK. 
gjfofB fo Hnbfrsfanb JIEJnstr. 
VOL II. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE si.SO. 
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Philosophical and Pedagogic. . 
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: Address Publisher, V A ■-> 
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By HUflH A. CLABKE,’ Mina. Bow., 
raoFESsoR or music in the university of Pennsylvania, 
Author of "The Art of Pianoforte Playing" "Harmony on ihe Inductive 
Method," Music to “The Acharnians,” “Jerusalem " 
(o new Oratorio), etc., cto. 
“ It is a little book which will Interest and please musicians and 
amateurs by Its chatty common sense and suggestiveness. Evidently, 
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without overweening solemnity.”—Baskin Literary \Vorld. 
“One-of the cleverest bits of writing concerning music, that has 
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Price, In Paper Covers; 7S cents. 
*»* For sale by booksellers, or sent, postpaid, on receipt' of price, 
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1 To strengthen .the. fingers.. 
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7 - time ana , vast amount a lahor. 
Prior $3.50, IN et« 
UnquaJ led endorsement f leading rtistaand *s h *,u nf whom 
8 J Da Louis & aab, » -« Iwa, Beute tea 
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By W. F. GATES. 
Price One Dollar and Fifty Dents. 
MUSICAL MOSAICS is a unique book. It is the first book in 
the English language that presents the very best sayings on . 
musical topics, chosen from the highest rank of authors. 
The selections are principally in the line of aesthetics and criticisms, 
and range from one line to three pages. Much time and labor has 
been spent on the work, and the book-maker has sho wn much skill 
in its general make-up. The idea, in its preparation, was to present 
to the music-loving public just as much of the cream of musical 
writings as could be condensed into 800 pages. All useless or value¬ 
less matter'has been omitted, and as a result we have a volume con¬ 
taining the best sayings and writings of the writers on musical 
topics, in all ages and countries. 
170 AUTHORS. 
600 QUOTATIONS. 
We give below a few of the names of writers from whose works 
^ selection has been made, and the number of quotations from them:— 
Beethoven, 18. Christian!, 15. 
Fillmore, 21. Goethe, 11. 
Hauptmann, 7. Haweis, 12. 
Miller, 11. XiiUak, 12. 
* Liszt, 12. Mendelssohn, 10. 
Schumann, 60. Wagner. 16. 
Weber, 8. Pauer, 5. 
Thib&nt, 6. Van Cleve, 7. 
-Space will allow us to mention but sixteen of the one hundred 
and seventy authors. 
This is a Book for musician and non-musician, for professional 
and amateur,for teacher and pupil, for all who know or who wish to 
knew anything of music In its highest sphere. It has been warmly 
indorsed by teachers and artists in this country and England and 
will fill a plao, in our libraries and on our tables that has hereto¬ 
fore been vacant. 
8AIC^3 teacher—every student—should own MUSICAL MO- 
Asa presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
Address all orders to ' . 
. THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnuts St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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By JOHN C. FILLMORE. j 
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can learn so much about harmony in fifty pages of text | 
and examples for exercise.”—-The Nation, New York. 
This work is based on the ideas of Dr. Hugo Riemann, 
and has an appendix of his lecture on “ The Nature of 
Harmony.” 
“A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see 
I clearly the drift of modern speculation in music.”—The 
Nation. 
Dr. Riemann, “The greaiest living musical theorist.”— 
The Nation. 
ON TEACHING AND TEACHING REFORM. 
TWO LECTURES BY 
Albert R. Parsons and Constantin Sternberg. 
Price 25 cents, in Paper Cover. 
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THE TER PERANCE CRUSADE, 
L. O. Emerson and Edwin Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry 
and music, which will be most welcome to the best classes of 
temperance workers. _ 
GflNfi (GO cts., 86 doz.), by L. O. Emerson, 
'I - ! Jl» i ■ Just exactly the book that will suit 
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book for High Schools. _ 
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CflMR IS Wil l (Book 1,80 cts., $8 doz.; or Book 2,40 
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plain instructions and best of music. 
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visitors, or a meeting of the nations (30 cts., 93 
doz.); or the KINGDOM OF MOTHER GOOSE (25 cts., 82.28 
doz.), by Mrs. Boaxduiau. 
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selling steadily from year to year, and giving the printer no rest 
with its frequent editions. Its total sales to the preaeat time segre¬ 
gate nearly . • 
450,000 COPIES! 
Recreation and Study are in it admirably combined. The book 
has been many times revised, and is the most perfect of instruction 
books. It has also bad additions. Price; with American fingering, 
83; with foreign fingering, 83. . 
NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY METHOD 
FOE THE PIAHOFOBTE, 
In Three Parts, with-American and foreign fingering, each $1.50; 
complete, S3. « - 
This fine book secured at once the powerful aid and approval of 
theptrofessorB and pupils of the great Conservatory for which it was 
compiled, and in which fit has always been used. Very widely 
known and used. _. _ 
The best Companion for an Instruction Book Is MA8 N’S 
PIANOFORTE TECHNICS, containing every exercise needed 
for the full development of technical ability on the pie v forte. By 
Dr. William Mason, with explanations by W. 8. B. Mathews. Price 
82.50. 
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